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PREFACE 

Loss

M y oldest son, at 48, still has the same earnest look in 
his brown eyes as he did when he was four, and ten, and 

twenty. A few weeks after my mother died, in August 2013, just two and 
a half years after my father died, Tim asked me, his tone one of awe, 
“What is it like to lose your parents?”

I struggled for words. The last few years of my mother’s life were so 
difficult. In one month’s time, February 2011, she had lost her home and 
her beloved husband of nearly 69 years. Adding to her misery, the night 
before my father died, she fell and broke her hip.

Her last few years had been also difficult for me. Mother reject-
ed any suggestion of leaving Charles City. Had she been younger, she 
might have come to live with my niece or me. Her wits were sharp and 
she might have enjoyed cultural events and the company of younger 
people. But she was adamant. My father’s law firm had become a substi-
tute anchor in his absence, and she wanted to remain close to it.

Between his death and hers, I traveled to Iowa from California ev-
ery month, sometimes staying all month, but never less than a week or 
two. During the same period, I was bringing my 15-year book project 
to fruition, coping with seemingly insatiable publisher demands, and 
trying to hide my growing knee pain, the result of a minor injury that 
gradually limited my mobility and led to a knee replacement. Even then, 
I told Mother it was minor surgery, not so much to spare her worry but 
to spare myself from her anxiety. She fretted over me constantly; the 
more I did for her, the guiltier she felt.

But it wasn’t the disruption or physical pain that took its toll on me. 
It was bearing witness to my mother’s special combination of anguish 



and resilience; her pain was excruciating to watch, even as her determi-
nation to survive inspired awe.

Finally, I answered Tim truthfully, because I have never lied to him: 
“At this moment, all I feel is relief.” 

Now, four years later, I would answer his question very differently. Over 
the next year or so, loss descended like a mild mist and occasionally 
deepened into heavy fog, the kind that settles on your shoulders and 
makes you search for blankets and books and things from childhood to 
keep you cozy. Never mind that you are almost 70. Gradually, the fog 
lifts, the sun shines, and loss becomes woven into the fabric of the day. 

Over time, loss is also transformed. Memories bring joy, not sorrow. 
The phrase Last Days of the House came to me unbidden and often 

in the months after my father died. During Mother’s stay in the Cedar 
Health care center, I would return home from a day’s visit with her, 
collapse into my father’s favorite chair with a stiff drink, take in the 
beautiful river views, and contemplate the end of my parents’ long jour-
ney. House has multiple meanings in this memoir, as a physical place of 
beauty and comfort, as the metaphorical heart and soul of the family 
within, and, now, as a timeless palace of memories.

In one sense, Last Days of the House is a longer answer to Tim’s 
question. But it is also a tribute to the immense legacy my parents left 
to their children, grandchildren, and great-grandchildren. Many of the 
memories recalled here will be familiar to all three generations, some 
will be new, and more than a few are likely to evoke laughter. A few will 
be sad, even painful, but it is impossible to pay proper tribute to my 
parents without recognizing their resilience — their humor in the direst 
of moments, ingenuity in the face of infirmity, and courage in adversity. 

In some ways, their legacy is simple: they bathed us in their love. 
Unconditional love. Every one of us felt it. Every one of us was a bene-
ficiary. It was a love that never scolded or judged, but one that encour-
aged, nurtured, and supported, sometimes literally, each of our paths, 
rocky though they might be, through marriages and divorces, triumphs 
and tragedies. 
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Karen and Barbara on the rock (1963)

Great-grandchildren 
Tyler, Tanner, Jess, 
Payton (front), Britt, 
Jordan, and Cameron 
on the rock (2007)

Chapter 1

The Rock

A cross the street from our family home on Kelly Street, 
down the sloping riverbank to the Cedar River, a large gran-

ite boulder juts out of the ground, a remnant from the Pleistocene era, a 
tectonic marvel. In the spring when the ice goes out and the river runs 
high, the rock is occasionally submerged in dark and roiling waters. It 
is our own gauge of flood danger: Is it up to the rock? You can’t see the 
rock! Eventually the water recedes, and the sun again warms the rock. In 
summertime, the nearby weeping willow tree bathes it with striations of 
sunlight and shade. 

Over many decades, Eggerts and their offspring have posed for 
pictures on that rock, drawn, perhaps, by some primal need to mark 
time and place. Even earlier, in the 1840s, the Winnebago tribe that 
camped on the opposite bank surely swam the short distance across to 
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Karen on the rock (1986)

Nick on the rock (1989)

sun themselves on the rock. During my parents’ last years, almost two 
centuries later, the first thing they saw when their computer booted up 
was a screensaver of their seven great-grandchildren sitting on the rock. 

The rock is also an apt metaphor for my parents’ life and legacy. In the 
hymn “Rock of Ages,” the opening line beseeches, “cleft for me / let me hide 
myself in Thee.” As parents, grandparents and great-grandparents, they 
were our rock, our tectonic stability, our refuge, and our place of renewal. 

Kemmie and her sons, 
Tyler and Tanner, on 

the rock (2007)

Britt, Payton, Cameron, Jordan, and 
Jess on the rock (2004)

Jess and Britt on the rock (2007)

Their solidity was grounded in a deep love for each other, which 
in turn was buttressed by history and community. My father was a 
third-generation resident of Charles City, Iowa. His grandfather settled 
there in 1868, just 14 years after the town was founded. We refer to 
him as “the original Robert Eggert” since his son, my great-uncle, and 
his grandson, my father, were also named Robert. The original Robert, 
born in 1837, emigrated from Magdeburg, Prussia (Germany). At the 
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The original Robert Eggert and his wife, Marguerite, with their children (circa 1910). 
Mabel (left) and Alice flank their parents. Front, from left: 

Edna, Alfred, Walter, and Robert  

age of 16 he fled conscription into the Kaiser’s army, a polite way of say-
ing he dodged the draft. He found his way to Floyd County after stints 
in New York, Buffalo, Milwaukee, Dubuque, and Rockford County in 
Iowa. 

A farmer, newspaper editor and, for a short time, paper mill own-
er, the original Robert founded the Eggert law firm in 1877, the same 
year he married Marguerite (Maggie) Hoffman, whose family came 
from Bavaria and Prussia. Robert and Maggie became the parents of six 
children. When one of their sons, Alfred — my grandfather — joined 
the law firm in 1911, it became Eggert & Eggert. Civic minded like his 

My grandfather, Alfred Eggert, in his office (1950s)

father, Alfred served two terms as mayor of Charles City (1939-1943), a 
stint as city attorney, and was the long-time secretary (43 years) to the 
Charles City Board of Education. 

Alfred’s sister Mabel, my great-aunt, had graduated in 1909 from 
the University of Iowa School of Law, one of the very first women in 
Iowa history to do so. In 1910, Mabel managed the law firm while her 
parents, the original Robert and Maggie, then in their seventies, toured 
Europe on a tandem bicycle. She did not continue to practice once she 
was married, even though she did not have children, and I regret that we 
never discussed her historic achievement. But the firm remained Eggert 
& Eggert, since my father, Robert, joined his father, Alfred, in 1948. 
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The original Robert Eggert poses in the Eggert law firm with his daughter, Mabel, 
who received her law degree from the University of Iowa in 1909. Mabel ran the 

law firm while her parents were abroad (1910)

My father, Robert, with me and his parents, Alfred and Martha, upon his 
graduation from the University of Iowa College of Law (1948) 

Every time I or my children or their children walk the short five 
blocks down Kelly Street from Central Park, we literally walk in the 
footsteps of our ancestors. In the second block, we pass by the house 
where my great-aunt Alice lived. A teacher by profession, Alice became 
the first female member of the local school board. After she became 
a widow in the early 1940s, her brother Robert came to live with her. 
In the next block, on the opposite side of the street, we pass the house 
where my grandparents, Alfred and Martha Eggert, lived and in which 
my father was born and raised. 

In my mind’s eye, I see him as a toddler who played in the snow-
banks, as a junior high kid with a paper route, and as a young man who 
brought home his future bride. I never walk past the house without re-
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The home of my great-aunt, Alice Eggert Miner, 305 Kelly Street

membering one of my favorite stories: As a teenager, my father shared 
a paper route with his closest childhood chum, Bill Henke, but their 
friendship threatened to unravel because he couldn’t rouse himself in 
the early mornings. A legendarily sound sleeper, he solved the problem 
by tying a string around his big toe, then running the string out of the 
bedroom window and down the side of the house. In the morning, Bill 
would yank on the string until he woke. I now think of that story as an 
early indication of my father’s capacity to find a pragmatic solution to 
just about any problem.

In old photos, my parents as newlyweds walk down Kelly Street, 
the same sidewalks we walk today. In another, my mother holds me as 

The home of my grandparents, Alfred and Martha Eggert, 204 Kelly Street

Central Park

Cedar River

305 Kelly St.

103 Kelly St.

204 Kelly St.

The Rock
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Newlyweds Robert and Maxine walk down Kelly Street (1942) 

Mother holds Karen in front of 
204 Kelly Street (1945)

My father poses in his Army uniform at 
204 Kelly Street before going overseas (1943)

a baby in front of my grandparents’ house, against the elm tree that still 
spreads its leaves over the front yard.  In yet another, my father poses 
near the same spot in his army uniform.

If I let my imagination run freely, I can picture my great-grandparents, 
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Dreamers

the original Robert and Maggie, late in life, visiting their children 
on Kelly Street. I see them departing from the front porch after a 
visit with their son Alfred, and perhaps walking up the block to 
visit their daughter Alice. 

Kelly Street, named after the first white settler of Charles 
City, is a broad avenue flanked by elms, oaks, and maple trees. 
It ends at the Cedar River with a gentle curve to the right. 
Long before my parents bought 103 Kelly Street, the house on 
that curve, they came as newlyweds to sit along the river, con-
template their future, and dream about living on this corner. 
They dubbed the curving street Bayou Bend, the place of their 
dreams, their Eden, their someday. Did they, too, sit on the rock 
as they talked? I have no trouble imagining it. 

Someday arrived in 1961, when the house became avail-
able for sale. It was not so much the house that attracted them, 
though it was a spacious turn-of-the century Victorian on twin 
lots, but its location and views of the river. In fact, they intended 
to raze the house and build anew. Instead, they fell in love with 
the house. What was it like, I wonder now, that for 50 years my 
father could look out his front door and see his younger self a 
block up the street, in the house where he was born?

My mother shared my father’s Iowa roots but not his same 
sense of place. Her paternal grandparents, Clark and Dorothy 
Core, Iowa farmers with German and English roots, lived in 
nearby Hancock County. They once raised Percherons, those 
magnificent draft horses with distinctive muscled legs and re-
gal bearings. The Core family barn, where their grandchildren 
used to play, is now part of the Heritage Park of North Iowa, 
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The Core family barn, now part 
of Heritage Park of North Iowa

Mother (right) 
reminisces about her 

grandparents’ farm at 
the dedication of the 

Core barn (2001)

Implement display 
in old Core barn

created to memorialize the significance 
of the family farm in Iowa history. My 
parents and I attended the opening cer-
emony of the park, and sat in the barn 
while Mother shared her memories of 
the farm with invited guests. Her cousin 
Dorothy found and donated to the site 
some of their grandparents’ original 
livestock sales receipt books. 

Four Core generations: Great-grandmother Dorothy, Grandfather Glen, 
Maxine, Karen and Barbara

According to my mother, her father, Glen Core, son of the Iowa 
farmers and my adored grandfather, had the soul of an artist. But he 
contracted rheumatic fever when he was young, leaving him perennial-
ly short of breath, curtailing his artistic ambitions, and ultimately short-
ening his life. He was a wonderful storyteller. Until his death in 1953, I 
spent hours by his side as he made up stories, sometimes nonsensical 
ones, that kept me spellbound. He had a big oxygen tank just off the 
kitchen beside his rocking chair, and paused to breathe in oxygen be-
tween stories. 

The Depression in the 1930s hit the Core family hard and stamped 
my mother, as it did so many, with a permanent fear of fortune’s reversal. 
Her frugality was fabled. Well into her eighties, even when her hands 
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Mother and Dad with Martha Eggert in Florida (1987)

were gnarled from decades of rheumatoid arthritis, she carefully re-
moved buttons and zippers from discarded clothes and passed them on 
to someone who could still sew. 

By contrast, my father’s family, the Eggerts, fared well during the 
Depression, even if at times they were paid in chickens or produce. 
These differences in their economic backgrounds created qualms in 
both families when my parents became engaged. According to family 
lore, on Christmas Eve, when Robert Eggert placed a diamond ring on 
Maxine Core’s finger, her mother, Selma, disappeared into the basement 
to shovel more coal on the furnace. Hardly an expression of joy. Rob-
ert’s mother, Martha, received condolences from some of her snootier 
friends when they learned her future daughter-in-law came from lesser 
means. My grandmother’s response managed to be both elegant and 
dismissive: “Why, whatever do you mean?” 

Years later, after Martha was widowed and moved to Florida, when-
ever my parents visited her this early skepticism of their union became 
the topic of a long-running joke. My grandmother would say, “My, my, 
isn’t it nice how it all worked out.”

As kids, my sister, Barbara, and I were keenly aware of our parents’ 
differences, not just in background but also in temperament. The De-
pression steeped our mother in a kind of existential dread and made her 
quick to imagine worst-case scenarios. Our father, by contrast, had the 
confidence and optimism of one who had been raised free from want. 

Shortly after my father died, Teresa (Teri), my niece, found a de-
scription of the original Robert Eggert in an old volume on Floyd 
County citizens. The write-up could easily have described my father. 
The original Robert was “a lawyer of undisputed talent,” possessed of “a 
sturdy, energetic makeup,” an “even-minded, conscientious, hard-work-
ing man,” and, lastly, “a staunch Republican.” When she read aloud that 
the original Robert “kept a German household,” all of us, including my 
children, burst out laughing. We did not have to ask what that meant. 
In my eulogy, I refer to Robert’s rules of order to describe my father’s 
propensity for order and routine. He also inherited a tendency for un-
derstatement: on the day he was born the law office journal noted, in 
reference to his own father, “Alfred out of the office,” with no further 
comment. 

If my father was as steady and sturdy as bedrock, and never more so 
than through two bouts of life-threatening cancer in the early 1980s, my 
mother was our emotional and spiritual rock. She soothed our distress 
and nurtured our dreams. She was wise beyond her years and had an 
uncanny ability to intuit unstated hopes and fears. As a young woman, 
she aspired to be an actress and won statewide awards for her dramatic 
readings. A relative once said to me, apropos of her expressive talent, 
“Have you ever heard your mother describe a salad?” She wrote plays 
and scripts for church dinners and women’s clubs. During the Carter 
Administration, some months after she had been my guest at a White 
House Conference on Aging in Des Moines, she wrote and performed 
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a one-woman monologue for her chapter of P.E.O., a women’s philan-
thropic organization. She began as a quivering old woman, bent double 
over a cane, her face all but invisible in a hooded cloak. As the mono-
logue progressed, she gradually threw off the cloak, discarded the cane, 
stood up tall, and emerged as a proud and confident woman. How I 
wish now that I had her script. 

Barbara and I dubbed our parents two halves of a whole. We loved 
to watch them navigate their differences, and never once heard them 
raise their voices to each other. Their negotiations were so subtle, the 
pauses so long, we often didn’t know the outcome of their deliberations. 
I finally had an insight into this dynamic after I read a Washington Post 
profile of a former acquaintance, a Norwegian from Minnesota who 
was, at the time, a chief aide to Vice President Walter Mondale. The 
aide was asked, “How do two Norwegians fight?” He answered, “We sit 
and stare at each other for a very long time.” I laughed. My mother is 
Norwegian on her mother’s side.

One thing we could not do, ever, was play our parents off against 
each other. They were a united front. At the same time, they were fair. 
We were never arbitrarily punished or had our privileges revoked with-
out a hearing. When we asked for a new privilege (wearing lipstick, 
riding in cars with boys, extending a curfew), we were permitted, Perry 
Mason style, to argue our case. By high school, we learned that winning 
arguments depended on the demonstration of educational benefits, 
something that would broaden our horizons — hard to do when the top-
ic was lipstick. Conversely, no argument was ever won by relying on the 
old saw Other kids get to do it. Our parents led by example: they were 
punctual, considerate, well-mannered, and reliable. My father, perhaps 
remembering his own childhood, believed that diktats were rarely ef-
fective; indeed, they were likely to backfire. He said repeatedly that we 
must be allowed to make our own mistakes. My mother acquiesced in 
his view, but not without a lot of silent handwringing.

Robert and Maxine Eggert leave the church  
on June 28, 1942, after their wedding ceremony
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Simply put, my parents were lucky in love. Each of them swore they 
knew from their first date that it would be “a lifetime affair.” Yet, that 
date was a long time in coming, and not because my father was shy or 
hesitant. He was more than four years younger than my mother. They 
met when she worked in the high school principal’s office where he, a 
sophomore, was sent for a minor infraction. He waited two full years 
to ask her out. In the last years of their long marriage, when both knew 
their time on earth was finite, they would lie upstairs in the master bed-
room, with its river view, and hold hands while they watched TV. And 
once, late in their lives, Mother — not one to share personal intimacies 
— lingered at the dinner table after my father had gone upstairs, and 
told us that through the years their love had just grown and grown. 

Sometime in the 1990s, over the Fourth of July, I attended a par-
ty on Kelly Street at the home of one of my high school classmates. A 
mildly inebriated young woman, who did not know me (I hadn’t kept 
my maiden name), gave me a less rosy view of generational solidity: 
“You have to live here for generations,” she declared, “before you’re re-
ally accepted.” I listened, fascinated. My rock was her obstacle. 

Her outburst did not upset me. Far from it. I found it a valuable 
reminder that a sense of place is an incomparable treasure, passed on by 
earlier generations and largely the luck of the draw. Since then, my grat-
itude, like my parents’ love for each other, has just grown and grown.

Chapter 2

 The House

M y first visit to the Kelly Street house after my parents 
purchased it did not go well. I stubbornly insisted that I 

didn’t want to move, even though, as the crow flies, the house was only 
ten or eleven blocks across town. I was a teenager, about to enter my 
senior year in high school, and I didn’t want to leave my neighborhood 
or my childhood friends. But I agreed to an inspection. 

The house was being renovated, and my mission that day was to 
preview my future bedroom. When I arrived, carpenters were still 
at work in the living room, so I dashed upstairs. I found the front 
bedroom, with its large walk-in closet and views of Kelly Street and 

Karen didn’t want to leave 601 Second Avenue and her friends to move across town
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the Cedar River, to be double the size of my current space, and de-
cided things were looking up. I proceeded to what we later called the 
small bedroom, which would be my sister’s for one year before she com-
mandeered mine when I left for college. I snapped up a window shade, 
only to come eye to eye with a stationary bat, hanging upside down and 

clinging to the outside of the window screen. I 
was down the steps, out the door, into my car, 
and across town as if chased by the hounds 
of hell. 

I was assured that it was an anomaly: bats 
don’t bother people; they sleep during the day, fly 

over the river at night. My bat phobia was no match 
for my parents’ dreams, and we moved in as planned.

For a month or so, there were no further signs of bats. Then, I began 
to hear a hard-to-describe noise that seemed to come from either out-
side my bedroom or from within the walls themselves. Several times I 
summoned one or both parents to listen to it. “It’s a scratching sound,” I 
insisted. The noise seemed to vanish the moment they arrived. 

One evening, Barbara was outside at twilight. She came tearing in 
to report that hundreds of bats were coming out from under the attic 
eaves. My father and our backdoor neighbor, Merrill Smith, who, with 
his wife, Lorene, had come for dinner, went to investigate. Indeed, the 
aerial show was still underway. The two men sprang into action, put 
up a tall ladder, and, with what I suppose was a kind of tar, found and 
plugged the exit hole. The bat problem seemed solved.

That night, I heard a thump on the attic stairs. A day or so later, we 
realized the well-meaning Bat Patrol had sealed up the hole before all 
the bats had escaped. I moved out. I didn’t go far, just next door to the 
Smiths, but I stayed there for nearly a week. 

Every morning, there was a bat report. The remaining bats, hidden 
during the daytime and trapped at night, had taken to slithering out 
under a small gap in the attic door. One swooshed by my mother’s ear 
in their bedroom. On another evening, having padded her way to the 

bathroom in the dark, she heard one flapping around in the bathtub 
next to her. My father kept a tennis racket next to the bed and calmly 
depopulated the remaining bats. He took to singing a little ditty as he 
bopped each one: Ta dah…ta da dah bop de dah!

Two years later, after I transferred to the University of Colorado, 
I picked up my mail on October 31. It was a Halloween card from my 
mother. When I opened it — out popped a paper bat on a spring. She 
thought it funny. I didn’t. 

I soon discovered the house had certain benefits. For one, the spacious 
living room, with its high ceilings and tall windows facing the river, was 
a great place for parties. It is entered from the front hallway through 
an interior set of French doors and runs two-thirds of the length of 
the original house. Another set of French doors opens into a den and 
extends the space.

I didn’t drink during high school, but by the time we were seniors 
many of the boys in our class drank beer. I knew my parents were not 
uptight about beer, surely a pragmatic decision on their part, preferable 
to their guests sneaking off and getting caught. Thus, arriving six-packs 
were openly placed in the refrigerator. 

One warm night near graduation, probably in late May, many of 
my friends were gathered in the living room, as well as out on the front 
porch and in the side yard. My father started down the front stairway, 
an unusual occurrence in and of itself, since my parents discreetly re-
treated to the master bedroom and watched television when I had par-
ties. He had not descended more than a step or two when everyone 
scattered like pool balls after a break shot.

“Where’d everybody go?” he asked in mock amazement, knowing 
full well that he had scared the hell out of the beer drinkers and their 
girlfriends. “I just wanted to make sure that people put their empty beer 
cans in the trash, and didn’t throw them over the riverbank.”

My father served on the Charles City Park and Recreation Board, 
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and could no doubt imagine the pleasure Officer Friendly might take if 
he discovered Eggert guests tossing their empties onto public land. 

Now, more than 50 years later, every room of the house holds memories 
for me. Five decades’ worth of pictures taken against the backdrop of the 
living room fireplace or Christmas tree have created an archive of gener-
ational change, like time-lapse exposures. Teenagers give way to parents, 
parents to new babies, new babies to teenagers, and teenagers to parents 
until all four generations are pictured. We feel an almost irrational at-
tachment to the house, since memories are now part of its very essence. 

I see myself as a graduating high school senior, standing on the front 

The bank of the Cedar River, where empty beer cans were verboten

Mom and Dad after the move to Kelly Street (1962)
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Growing Generations

Barbara and Karen in the 
new house (1961)

Barbara and Karen with Mom and Dad, 
who hold Teri and Tim (1967)

Teri and Dad (left); Tim, Kemmie, and Barbara (center); 
Mother, Karen and Nick (right) (1986)

The family table expands: Tim, Mom, Dad, Karen, 
Kemmie, Brad, Nick and Barbara
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Mom and Dad pictured with four great-grandchildren: Cameron and 
Jordan Keeler in front of parents Tony and Teri, left; Britt and Jess 

Enwall in front of grandma Karen and father Tim (2001)

A milestone: Nick and Tim inch 
by their 6’2” grandfather (1989)

Karen with Tim, Nick, 
and Kemmie outside the 

family room (1998)

Tim, Kemmie, and 
Nick on the front steps 
of Kelly Street (2007) 

 Great-grandchildren on the steps to the Cedar River. 
From top: Britt, Cameron, Jordan, Jess and Tyler, and Tanner (2007)
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porch steps in cap and gown. Or the living room spot where Mike and 
I stood as newlyweds in a receiving line to greet my parents’ friends. Or 
the time my childhood friend and I sat on the couch and introduced 
our firstborns to each other. Sometimes, going up the front stairway, 
I flash on specific moments: the day I played hooky from high school 
for a half-day and, heart in throat, sneaked home to retrieve a sweater; 
the time I carried one-week-old Nicholas upstairs in my arms, trying 
not to trip over my hippie skirt; the time I sprinted up to hide a child’s 
Christmas present in the backroom closet. These flashes feel like more 
than memories. When I take that step, for just one Proustian moment I 
am that person again. 

The house, then, has made it possible to commune with my younger 
self, a gift in and of itself. It has provided continuity through marriages 

Karen’s high school graduation (1962)

and divorces, household moves and career changes. I may have agonized 
through the decades over decisions about my future, but I have never 
had an ounce of uncertainty about who I was or where I came from. 

Such personal memories can be poignant, foreshadowing as they 
do future loss and the natural cycle of life. Each of us has our own spe-
cial memories. But the house has also given us decades of shared mem-
ories, a family history, the stories we tell over and over again when we 
say, Remember when….

By the time I turned 68, I had spent 
all but three or four Christmases since 
1961 at Kelly Street, as had most of 
my children and grandchildren. We 
have always had a problem matching 
a specific Christmas with a specific 
year because our rituals seldom varied. 
We dined on the same Christmas Eve 
menu of smoked ribs and Christmas 
Day feast of turkey and trimmings, put 
the same red tablecloth on the dining 
room table and the same well-worn 
ornaments on the tree, and used the 
same endlessly recycled wrapping pa-
per and bows. Over time, we learned 
to mark particular Christmases by un-
usual events. 

There was the Christmas when 
an entire family of deer — buck, doe 
and six or seven little Bambis — slow-
ly pranced across our snow-covered 
lawn as if, we quipped, suddenly de-
tached from Santa’s sleigh. We ran for Christmas tree and presents
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our cameras and followed their route as they ran from the side yard to 
the front yard and then across the street. Just as the deer disappeared 
down the slope to the frozen river, Barbara drove up. Seeing all of us on 
the front porch and my son with his video camera on his shoulder, still 
filming, she declared it the best welcome she’d ever had.

There was the Christmas when my dad and I had taken Nick to the 
airport to fly back to his home in Spokane. As we returned and opened 
the back door, Tim greeted us with a newsboy shout: Catastrophe in 
Colorado! Wind had blown open my niece’s front door, not firmly shut 
in the final rush to load up and drive to Iowa. Pipes had frozen and 
burst, and two floors were under water. Teri was in the front hallway, 
pacing up and down with her cell phone as she began to deal, long dis-
tance, with immediate needs and insurance companies. I can’t remem-
ber who discovered the open door, perhaps her husband’s brother; but 

Deer herd prances by the house just before Christmas — looking for Santa?

as he stepped in, a voice urgently cried out, “Hello, hello, hell-oooo.” He 
soon discovered the enthusiastic caller – the family’s distraught parrot, 
Nicky, a perfect mimic, his cage fortunately above the waterline. 

There was the Christmas when I suggested that the tired and faded 
red dining room tablecloth might need an update (read: a new table-
cloth), and nearly started a riot. My kids were among the most emphatic 
objectors, the keepers of the flame. I waited a few years, bought a deep-
red microfiber tablecloth, and quietly substituted it. No one comment-
ed. I learned a new principle: Don’t ask, don’t tell, just do. Still, I took 
pride in my children’s evident reverence for family traditions. 

There was the year that Teri’s daughter, Payton, four years old, par-
tially dressed for Christmas Eve in a dark purple velvet dress and fuzzy 
pink boots, her hair in big rollers, followed Nick to the basement, where 
he was making cranberry sherbet, a family tradition. She sang carols to 
him the entire time he churned the mixture. 

Guardians of tradition: grandchildren Kemmie, Tim, Teri, Rebeccah, and Nick
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There was the year when I saw my mother, with such love in her 
eyes, recite “’Twas the night before Christmas” to her first great-grand-
son. Six-month-old Cameron was clad in a tiny Santa suit and cap, and 
sat opposite her in his infant seat. She could not hold him — her wrists 
were too weak — but she had managed to find a way to bond with him. 

It was, perhaps, the first time that I glimpsed the special agony of 
great-grandparents, the 
knowledge that they would 
not live to see a child’s ul-
timate fate. Mother never 
voiced this lament directly, 
although she once rued the 
fact that her great-grand-
children would remember 
her only as a “wrinkly old 
woman.” 

There was the Christ-
mas when my new daugh-

Payton sings to Uncle Nick, then 
models her Christmas Eve dress

Mother recites “’Twas the night before Christmas” 
to six-month-old Cameron

ter-in-law, Hillary, a vegetarian and health-conscious chef, first came 
to Iowa. I watched her expression when Mother announced she’d fixed 
something light for lunch: cheese sandwiches that featured inch-thick 
slabs of Wisconsin cheddar between bread slices slathered on both sides 
with butter. Hillary silently mouthed to me, “Go with the flow.”

We couldn’t have fathomed then all the contributions Hillary would 
make to our family, and not just culinary ones, although one of my fa-
vorite memories is the time she rescued a holiday meal. She was the 
only one present who knew how to handle the live lobsters flown in 
from Maine, a gift from Tim, who hadn’t a clue what to do with them 
after they arrived. Needless to say, live lobsters did not become a family 
tradition, although I remember Nick being intrigued with the idea of 
how they might be used to impress a new date. 

There was the Christmas when Kemmie and her future husband, 
Brad, came to Charles City to officially become engaged. Mother, ever 

Tim introduces his wife, Hillary Hall, to Christmas in Iowa (1993)



Christmas
Through the Years
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the diplomat, discreetly arranged for them to stay at the Smith home so 
that she didn’t have to enforce her rule about unmarried couples sleep-
ing under her roof. In fact, she was so subtle that even I didn’t know 
that she had such a rule for several more decades. Since our neighbors 
wintered in Florida, we regularly used their house for our overflow, so 
no one thought of it as uncommon. Not only did Brad blend effortlessly 
into our family, but each time he visited he fell a little more in love with 
our small town. And it was Brad who later conveyed to my parents how 
much they meant to Kemmie, speaking on her behalf, certain that she 
would be too choked with emotion to tell them directly. 

There was the Christmas when five- or six-year-old Nicholas decid-
ed to play a joke on his grandfather, too young to realize that first thing 
in the morning, my father was a man of very few words. Somehow, Nick 

Brad gives Kemmie an engagement ring 
as her grandparents celebrate the moment (1986)

rigged up an empty toilet-paper roll 
on a string or similar contraption 
and waited at the top of the stairway 
until he could drop it strategically on 
my father’s head. There were, indeed, 
no words, but I doubt Nick will ever 
forget the look. Perhaps that was the 
beginning of their lifelong ability to 
communicate with each other with 
a raised eyebrow. That same stair-
way banister boasts several memo-
rial belt scratches, from times when 
temptation got the better of Nick 
and he just had to slide down it. 

There was the Christmas when 
my recently expanded family, Re-
beccah, Kemmie, and Tim, all very 
young, slept on mattresses in the 
upstairs back bedroom, known as 
the maid’s room but doubtfully ever 
used for that purpose. The girls con-
spired against their brother, who 
could not see much once his glasses 
were off. They hid a broom covered 
with a white pillowcase under the 
bed, waited for lights out, retrieved 
the broom, and waved the disem-
bodied white ghost back and forth 
while making Whoooooo, whoooooo 
sounds. The bedroom was redubbed 
the Witch’s Den, a moniker that last-
ed for years until the airlines refused 
to let wrapped Christmas gifts go 

Caught? Young Nick next to banister

Tim with Rebeccah and Kemmie, who have 
planned a nighttime surprise for him (1970)
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through security. Then it briefly became the Wrapping Room, always 
filled with an abundant supply of Christmas wrapping paper, gift bags, 
ribbons, stickers and bows. But the new designation was no match for 
the original, and Witch’s Den soon returned to vogue.

There was the Christmas when my family returned from living in 
Australia for two years. Before we reached Iowa, we spent a few days in 
New York City, and the children went to F.A.O. Schwartz, then the most 
spectacular toy store in the world. The purchase that lives on in family 
lore was a gift they bought for their grandfather, an avid golfer: a pair 
of golf goggles with battery-operated windshield wipers. The real gift 
was the mirth that widened into a belly laugh as my father realized the 
novelty of his present.  

      

Grandpa opens his gag gift from Karen’s children

Chapter 3

 SUMMER FUN

B ut we didn’t just visit Charles City for Christmas. 
Our trove of memories also includes summer visits. Every-

one who could get time off came during the summer, often over the 
Fourth of July. By July the house seemed to throw off its winter clothes 
and come alive, opening up to summer breezes and more relaxed fun. 
Furniture and cushions were retrieved from the basement and reset-
tled on the screened-in front porch. Doors were left open. Children and 
grandchildren ran in and out. Tricycles and bicycles and skateboards 

Brad, Payton, Tanner, and Tyler take in the sunset on the Cedar River



Fourth of July Festivities 
in Charles City

At the children’s parade and activities on July 3, Britt rides a bucking steer. The big 
parade down Kelly Street on July 4 includes a polka band and dancers, magnificent 
Percherons, and the newest farm machinery
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and scooters lay scattered over the lawn. The side lawn sprouted cro-
quet wickets and badminton nets. At least one child would find it nec-
essary to “fall” into the Cedar River, a river inhospitable to swimming. 

Fortunately, most swimming took place in nearby pools, after which 
wet towels and bathing suits were draped over every available surface. 
Summer nights meant dashing about and trying to trap fireflies in Ma-
son jars, their lids punched full of air holes to prolong the bugs’ lives, 
which they never did for more than a minute or two. 

Charles City is still a town where you can be a child and be (mostly) 
free of fear. While the era is gone when we never locked our doors and 
often left our car keys in the ignition, children can roam fairly widely 
without parents holding their breath. One summer, I called the munici-
pal swimming pool to ask how old a child had to be to enter without an 
adult. We had speculated at least 12 or 13. “Eight years old,” the atten-
dant said. I was slack jawed. Yet when I was very young, I regularly rode 
my bike across town and out to the municipal pool. My granddaughters 
had only to walk across the suspension bridge, a block away. 

The whole town spruces up for the July Fourth celebration, which 
lasts for the better part of a week. Lawns are mowed, gardens weed-
ed, and curbs swept of debris. American flags and red, white, and blue 
blunting adorn house after house, block after block. During the week, 
bands in Central Park cater to musical tastes by playing a different genre 
each night, although it is the rock and roll night that draws the crowd. A 
children’s parade and other activities are held the day before the regular 
parade. On the Fourth itself, parade entries range from marching bands 
and floats to cement mixers, new farm combines, fire engines and am-
bulances, VIPS in convertibles, horseback riders, and polka bands on 
flatbed trucks. Each entry has a designated candy-tosser. A good pa-
rade, from the kids’ point of view, is measured by the size of their haul. 

The Fourth concludes with spectacular fireworks. The Chamber of 
Commerce raises money for an entire year to put on an extravagant, hour-
long show. I have seen fireworks on both coasts, from New York City to San 
Francisco, but none that have ever compared with those in Charles City.

For most of our lives, the rockets were set off on one side of the 
riverbank. Families lay on blankets on both sides of the river, or stood 
on the Main Street bridge overlooking the river. One time, when Payton 
was small, not quite a toddler, and afraid of big booms, Nick volun-
teered to stay behind with her. From two blocks away, we could hear 
her crying, each boom setting off a new round of wailing. When we 
returned, Nick worried that he’d be pegged forever as the bad uncle who 
made the scary booms.

In 2008, a tragic accident occurred when many fireworks went off 
all at once and injured 37 people, turning Main Street bridge into a war 
zone with multiple ambulances and helicopters. As a result, the fire-
works display was moved outside of town, to explode over the corn-
fields. As of this writing, it has come back to the Cedar River. Even 
tragedy cannot defeat tradition.

Mom, Dad, Hillary and Tim on Independence Day (circa 2002)
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A day or two after the Fourth, we would troop over to Clear Lake, less 
than an hour away, where Mother’s cousin Dorothy and her husband, 
Frank Clark, lived. Since their clan also spanned generations, the num-
bers could be daunting. Yet with the lakefront as a playground, children 
were quickly absorbed into age-appropriate activities, from playing 
beach ball to swimming to riding in an inner tube attached by rope to 
a speedboat.  

Every summer, we took a slow spin around the lake in the Clarks’ 
pontoon boat, a posh affair with leather seats and drink holders, al-

Mother on the dock in 
front of her cousin 
Dorothy Clark’s house 
after a pontoon trip

Lakefront playground

though I missed two memorable occasions. One was the time Frank 
forgot to fill the gas tank and the boat drifted into shore, at which point 
Tim jumped out, waved his arms at the nearest neighbors, and shout-
ed, “Pardon me, would you have any Grey Poupon?” The other, less 
humorous event was when Payton, barely a toddler, slipped from the 
arms of her father and went overboard. Frank, a veteran rescuer, quick-
ly plucked her out of the water by her life-jacket straps. 

This annual excursion was bittersweet for my parents and me, and 
hearkened back to my childhood. From the time I was seven, my parents 

From left: Tony; Payton on cousin Britt’s lap; Jess waves while Tim enjoys the view

Britt takes the wheel while perched 
on the lap of Frank Clark

Jess’s turn to steer
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owned a cabin on Clear Lake, where we spent summer weekends and 
several weeks in August. When we were very young children, my father 
patiently taught Barbara and me to surfboard behind the boat, an enter-
prise that succeeded after weeks of trying, and only after he glued rubber 
strips on the board to keep our tiny feet from slipping off. We eventually 
graduated to water skis. By our mid-teens, when we felt like really show-
ing off we would take off from the dock on one ski and, on our return, 
grab the dock post and land without getting our bathing suits wet. 

We all loved the lake, its casual atmosphere, the long, languid days 
lying on the dock, the steady stream of visitors, including childhood 

No gas and no Grey Poupon: 
Mother, Nick, Tim, and 
Hillary, stranded (with 
others) shy of the Clark dock 
(1995)

friends for the whole weekend, feasts of corn on the cob and hamburg-
ers, and games to play during the evening. I even learned to fish, as long 
as Barbara agreed to bait my hook with worm or minnow. 

Long after my parents sold the cottage, Mother, my childhood friend 
Judy, and I drove to the lake. We stopped outside the old cottage and 
looked in through the windows. The living room had not changed — 
even the decorative wrought-iron fish still hung on the wall, although 
Mother always insisted the fish were black plastic. My parents had sold 
the cottage lock, stock, and barrel after the disastrous event that per-
manently altered my sister’s life. Not long after we visited it, we looked 

The Eggert family’s 
Clear Lake cottage 
and view of the 
long dock, ideal 
for taking off on 
water skis
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up during one of our pontoon rides and saw that the cottage had disap-
peared. New owners had torn it down; they later built on its site. I don’t 
know which was harder, seeing it preserved like the ghost of summers 
past, or seeing it razed and replaced. 

      

Karen (left) and Barbara show off freshly caught fish outside 
the first of the family’s two summer cottages (circa 1953)

Chapter 4 

The Family Room

D espite the ample size of the Kelly Street house, one 
room in particular helped bind the growing generations 

together: the family room. For more than 50 years, the room became 
the scene of joyful arrivals and tearful departures. New babies and new 
husbands, children, stepchildren, grandchildren and great-grandchil-
dren all made their first appearances through its back door. It became 
the place for cards and games and cocktail hours, and the place where 
we gathered after memorial services for my sister, father, and mother. 

The family room, scene of so much joy, was born of tragedy. The 
room was added to the house when Barbara suddenly became a para-
plegic at the age of twenty-two.

After her divorce, Barbara had rented an apartment in Cedar Rap-
ids, Iowa, and settled into a new life with her young daughter, Teri. Hav-
ing earlier dropped out of the University of Iowa, she resumed her edu-
cation at Coe College. Her nearby ex-husband, a Vietnam War veteran, 
had child visitation rights.

In April 1969, Barbara was home in her small apartment when her 
ex-husband, no longer able to contain his rage, burst through the door-
way wielding a gun. 

Barbara was shot three times, through her heart, lungs, and spinal 
cord, leaving her paralyzed from the waist down. A team of talented 
trauma doctors (with, paradoxically, Vietnam War experience) saved 
her life and managed to repair her heart and lungs.
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It was as if Zeus himself had hurled a lightening bolt through our 
family. Our world split apart, and no one ever fully recovered. My par-
ents were vacationing in Florida when it happened, and had to fly to 
Cedar Rapids without knowing whether Barbara was still alive. It was 
a beautiful spring day when my father called me in Boulder. His first 
words were, “Barbara was shot.” Then, there was silence on the line. Not 
realizing that he had broken down and could not speak, I shrieked, “Is 
she dead?” After another moment or so, he recovered enough to tell me 
she was in intensive care...surgeons had operated…her spinal cord was 
severed…she would never walk again…her life span was cut in half.…

I left the next day for Cedar Rapids. The intensive care unit (ICU) 
rules were strict; only one family member could go into the room for 
five minutes, once an hour. My parents and I sat outside the hospital on 
a grassy hillside and took turns going in to see Barbara. I don’t remem-
ber much about our conversations between visits, each of us locked 
in our own devastation. I can remember, though, exactly what I was 
wearing and what my sandals looked like, my first lesson that in extre-
mis you remember the odd detail: the barking dog, the ringing phone, 
the glint of sunlight on metal. Everything in Barbara’s hospital room 
was white: the walls, the sheets, her pallor. Dozens of tubes ran from 
the edges of the sheet. At that point, we didn’t discuss her future, only 
prayed that she would live.

Still, I suspect that the family room was conceived in my father’s 
mind during those long hours of silent despair and hope. One of his 
closest friends was a brilliant contractor, who dropped everything to 
design and complete the accessible addition. After weeks in the hos-
pital, then in a rehab facility, Barbara came with Teri to Kelly Street to 
recuperate. 

The outside walls of the one-story addition in the rear of the house 
seamlessly extended its length and width. The large room, entered 
through a new back door, featured a wheelchair-accessible bathroom 
with a roll-in shower. A large bay window, flanked by two smaller ones, 
faced west, overlooked the Cedar River. Closets, a pantry, an indoor 

grill, and a small refrigerator further broke up the space. Louvered 
doors on the far side of the new room hid a washer, dryer, and freezer. 
Two hallways led into the existing kitchen, and then to the den, which 
became Barbara’s bedroom. The addition was quickly dubbed the fam-
ily room. The area where we congregated within this space probably 
measured no more than 20 by 15 feet, but it was where everyone wanted 
to be, no matter how crowded. 

Within a year, Barbara had enough strength and grit to relocate to 
California’s Bay Area for continued rehabilitation until she recovered as 
fully as was possible. By the time she moved back to Iowa in the early 
1970s, she was able to live on her own, raise her daughter as a single 
mother, and drive a car with hand controls. She developed a career as 
one of the first computer programmers in the state, and eventually set-
tled in Cedar Rapids in a house designed specially for the disabled.

The family room became the most lived-in room, even when my 
parents were alone. They dined on a small, drop-leaf walnut table in 
front of its large bay window, never tiring of the view. They witnessed 

A view of the new addition
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The family room was everyone’s 
favorite place to be together

the slow changing of the seasons: snowdrifts and barren trees in the 
winter, new buds in the spring, the deep green grass of summer, and the 
heartbreaking autumn colors of gold and bronze and crimson.  Wildlife 
provided ongoing entertainment. A bunny rabbit lived under the ever-
green bush, squirrels ran up and down the trees, finches and humming-
birds came to sup at the bird feeder just outside the window. A feral cat 
kept an eye on potential prey. In all seasons, sunsets were breathtaking.
Inside, a small clock that sat atop an old-fashioned roll-top desk chimed 
every fifteen minutes to mark the passing of time. 

When we gathered, that same walnut dining table served as our 
card table. Its two round drop leaves, when raised, created an oval sur-
face large enough for at least six to eight card players. Over the years, 
we played hours and hours of cards and other games, sometimes start-
ing in the morning and finishing after midnight. How the varnish of 

No one has ever tired of the beautiful sunsets over the Cedar River



The view from the bay window 
is lovely in every season
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this antique table survived 
intact through five decades 
without suffering water 
rings is a mystery to me, 
as soda cans, ice water, and 
other drinks were always 
balanced precariously at our 
elbows. 

Around this table, par-
ents juggled babies, pacified 
toddlers, and dealt kinder-
gartners a hand. When Nick 
was five or six, we got into 

canasta. His attention kept wandering, and 
we repeatedly had to remind him to “draw 
two.” This constant chorus must have made 
a deep impression on Nick, because for 
several nights in a row he cried out in his 
sleep, “Draw two!” For a time, his grandfa-
ther addressed him as Old Draw Two. 

One Christmas, my grandchildren and 
Teri’s children, all but one in their early 
teens, set up side-by-side card tables in the 
formal living room. By then, the room was 
filled with antiques and Oriental rugs and 

was used mainly for special occasions, parties, bridge club and pinoch-
le games, and Christmas Eves. Having found no willing card players 
among the adults, they took matters into their own hands.

“What is wrong with this picture?” I remember saying to Mother as 
I walked past. “The adults are in the family room, and the children are 
in the Victorian living room.”

Yet one by one, they drifted back to the family room, as filings to 
magnet. They had a sixth sense for the beginning of cocktail hour, with 

The scorekeeper has help from a dinosaur 
who joined the card game

A frequent combination: toddlers, 
sticky hands, and cards

its promise of hors d’oeuvres. 
On other occasions, I 

would watch as my father 
and Nick suddenly rose from 
their respective chairs in the 
family room and settled at 
the table or, if summer, on 
the screened-in porch, to 
play cribbage. They must 
have had some nonverbal 
signal, because neither said a 
word yet they stood in uni-
son. Silence prevailed un-
til something would make 
them erupt in laughter. My father, who had survived serious colon can-
cer in the early 1980s, would occasionally laugh so hard that he had to 
hold his surgery-scarred stomach. 

Britt and Cameron squeeze into a single chair 
for children’s cocktail hour

Nick, during one of his many cribbage games with his grandfather, 
gives “the look” to his photographer mother
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The cribbage game lives on, now played by Tim and Nick. In Feb-
ruary 2017, shortly after we arrived in Kauai for a family reunion, Nick 
gave Tim a beautiful hand-carved cribbage set encased in velvet. Tra-
ditions are being adapted, not abandoned. The drop-leaf table itself re-
sides with Tim, who refers to it as the gaming table. The chiming clock 
lives on with Kemmie and Brad, evoking the family room in regular 
fifteen-minute intervals.

In paying homage to my parents and all that they meant to us, I 
do not mean to paint a picture of an idyllic family. As we grew from 
two to three to four generations, gathering for days under one roof, 
inevitable frictions occurred. As anyone who has ever lived in a small 
town knows, such abrasions are softened by maxims, old adages, and a 
boatload of clichés. When someone is grumpy, s/he is said to be owlie. 
If someone asks why, the answer most likely is S/he got up on the wrong 
side of the bed, a saying that now strikes me as utterly silly. Still, it con-
tains the useful fiction that the condition is temporary: owlie today but 
not tomorrow. Owlie people were given wide berth, left alone to right 
their own ship. Thanks to the amazing power of these bromides, voices 
were seldom raised. We simply were not a door-slamming, high-drama 
family. At worst, someone went off to bed in a pout.

There was a flip side to what the French might call politesse. Al-
though we always ate dinner within shouting distance of 6:30 p.m., ev-
ery afternoon Mother would ask those assembled in the family room 
what time anyone would like to eat. Year after year, one by one, people 
would respond, “Any time is fine with me.” It took me several years to 
realize that Tim had impishly changed the dynamic. When the ques-
tion got to him, he chose a specific time, always within the norm, and 
a chorus of agreement would arise, a sort of what-a-good-idea relief. I 
laughed to myself when I realized what he was doing, making a decision 
on behalf of the group, because I understood that too much selflessness 
could make you a little crazy. 

It was also in the family room that Barbara’s presence was most palpa-
ble, despite the fact that she lived her life independently and outside of 
Charles City. She was near enough to spend many weekends at Kelly 
Street. On holidays, she was usually the first to arrive. Despite her phys-
ical limitations, plus a full-time job and a daughter to raise, she would 
pull up with tins of cookies and goodies and all her presents wrapped 
and tied. She made beautiful hand-knit or crocheted afghans for all of 
us. One year, when Tim was working at Apple headquarters, she made 
him one with a big Apple logo in the middle. 

When she was in Charles City, Barbara spent her days mainly in the 
family room. She was usually on hand to greet all our arrivals through 
the family room’s back door. (For a variety of reasons, we rarely used 
the front door.) When she was younger, Teri was at her side. Barbara 
spent her last summer on earth at Kelly Street, largely in her den bed-
room, before moving into hospice care in the last few weeks. She was 
diagnosed with an inoperable bladder tumor in May 1993, just three 
months before she died at the age of forty-six. The speed at which the 

Barbara spent many hours in the family room, her home away from home
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Karen still uses her afghan gift  

Tim receives one of Barbara’s 
handmade afghans (1977)

Nick receives his afghan (1978)

Jordan and Cameron sit in front of 
Barbara’s gift to her parents (1997)

cancer progressed left us, once again, devastated. She hid her termi-
nal condition from her very pregnant daughter, fearful her news would 
jeopardize the pregnancy. As a result, she never cuddled her first grand-
son, Cameron, and saw him only for the briefest moment before she lost 
consciousness. The rest of us agonized, and I agonize still, over whether 
we were right to remain silent. 

But if there is one ironclad rule in our family, it is that we respect 
each other’s wishes. We do not substitute our own. We do not presume 
we know better. During one of Barbara’s health crises that long summer, 
my friend Judy told me what she witnessed: Despite Barbara’s urgent 
need to get to a hospital, my father calmly outlined her three medical 
options and their implications, enabling her to decide which option to 
choose. Judy told me later that all her life she had heard these stories of 
calm, respectful deliberation, even in the face of crises, but had never 
seen one play out firsthand.

When I was younger, my father had withstood constant pressure to 
intervene with my great-aunt Mabel, then a widow in her nineties and 

Mabel Eggert Waggoner, age 97, with Mother in 1984. She lived to be 102 years old
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living by herself. Well-meaning friends called him repeatedly to insist 
he intervene and prevent Mabel from living alone. His response was 
always the same: “Mabel will decide when she is no longer able to live 
at home.” As it happened, Mabel did make that decision — when she 
was 102. Only then, for the last six months of her life, did she live in an 
assisted living facility; not, it should be emphasized, in a nursing home. 
Not only was she able-bodied, her legally-trained mind remained sharp 
enough to read the Wall Street Journal on a daily basis. 

This ethic, then, kept me from violating Barbara’s wishes. During 
a visit to Boulder, near where Teri lived, I was the first family member 
to see the baby. I shot a roll of film of newborn Cameron, developed it 

that afternoon, and mailed the pictures overnight-express to Charles 
City. They were such a solace to Barbara during the last days of her life, 
before Teri reached her.

The first Christmas after Barbara’s death, I couldn’t imagine how we 
would get through it. It was all I thought about during the flights from 
California to Iowa. I still have a vivid image of staring out of the win-
dow of the small prop plane bound for Mason City, Iowa. The sun was 
brilliant. I could see my reflection in the glistening silver wing as I won-
dered what event or incident would stop us in our tracks. Would it be 
her absence from the family room? The missing wheelchair at the head 
of the table? The transformation of her bedroom back into a den?

It turned out to be none of those things, at least directly. At first, 
the rituals kicked in and carried us along, despite my mother’s devas-
tating loss of weight. Arrivals proceeded as usual, some according to 
plan, others involving the usual handwringing over winter storms and 
delayed planes. Cameron, now six months old, offered us a focal point 
and a beautiful distraction. We ate smoked ribs and unwrapped our 
presents on Christmas Eve, as usual. Mother and Teri stuffed the turkey 
on Christmas morning. We began playing cards. Normality. Ritual. 

That’s when it happened. 
I needed a bathroom break between hands so I decided to run up-

stairs. Running upstairs meant sprinting through the family room hall-
way, the kitchen, the dining room, the front hallway, and up the stairs. It 
was a trek I’d made a million times. No need to turn on the lights.

I was halfway through the dining room when I hit a solid object that 
so winded me, I almost went head over heels. 

At first, and still in the dark, I couldn’t fathom what had happened. 
Then, I understood. Barbara always sat in her wheelchair at the head 
of the dining room table on the side closest to my path, a space always 
left vacant between meals. Now a dining room chair with twin arms 
had taken its place. One of the arms had hit me in the solar plexus. As 
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I picked myself up from the floor, the truth of the old adage hit me: 
absence is physical. This phrase also made me laugh, because I have 
always been notoriously literal and because I could just hear Barbara 
saying, “Dummy, turn on the light.”

At the time, I didn’t tell anyone what happened. I figured it would 
be a secret between sisters. But I no longer wondered how she’d make 
her presence felt. 

Chapter 5

The Last Toast

I n December 2010, the Christmas holidays began the way 
they had for decades, with the arrivals by plane and car of grand-

children and great-grandchildren. Over the course of several days, a 
burst of excitement heralded each arrival. Tales of long drives, uncer-
tain road conditions, and airplane misadventures were accompanied by 
a general sense of “Ta-dah, we made it!” Once again, the house was 
surrounded with cars and vans with unpacked luggage racks. 

By tradition, the first evening after the arrivals were complete, we 
gathered around the extended dining room table, now sagging at each 
end (too many elbows on the table), and covered with its red tablecloth. 
Before we began, my father, who sat at the head of the table, raised his 
wine glass to make his usual toast. “We are so honored to have you all 
here.”

I’m not sure when he began this tradition— it was some years ago 
— but I know why. At a certain point, he realized how rare it was to have 
three generations flock to Iowa every year, often twice a year, and stay 
for a week or more. As a tax and estate lawyer, he met frequently with 
the heirs of elderly clients. Year after year, he listened to adult children 
depart the office and mutter, “Well, I guess I’d better stop by and see the 
old man for a couple of hours.” He counted himself very blessed. 

These moments of sentimentality didn’t stop him from referring to 
our visits as The Invasion. It was as serious as his mock complaints that it 
took him and Mother days afterwards to straighten out kitchen drawers 
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or find a particular pot or lid or bowl.
Once, a few days after Christmas, when we were playing cards 

around the table in the family room, Tim looked at his grandparents 
and asked, “So, when do you start preparing for us coming at Christ-
mas?”

My father, who was dealing the cards, never missed a beat as he 
pretended to think for a moment. “Ohhh...,” he said, pausing for effect, 
“about January second.”

By the time we arrived, cookie tins overflowed with individual 
favorites. Friends would have delivered pecans from Alabama’s Gulf 
Shores for our secret family candy recipe, Pecan Chew. The Japanese 
rice crucial to the Christmas Eve menu of smoked pork ribs came from 
Florida, transported by my parents in ten- and twenty-pound bags and 
kept in sealed bins next to the freezer.

Smoked ribs were the house specialty. Our local butcher special-or-
dered the pork ribs from Kentucky or Tennessee. In early fall, my father 
would baste them with a mustard marinade and place them on trays in 
the backyard smoker. After they cooled, he froze them in plastic bags of 
eight to a dozen ribs.

Even the smoker has a family history. The bricks came from Grand-

Mother designated this recipe “Tim’s favorite”

mother Core’s house. After her death, a powerful tornado tore through 
Charles City in May 1968, and destroyed the recently sold house and 
antiques. Similarly, salvaged bricks were used to build the indoor grill 
in the family room. On Christmas Eve day, the frozen ribs were thawed 
and slowly steamed in an old-fashioned cooker, about the size of a ba-
by’s bathtub, that sat atop the grill. 

Wines most often came from Colorado, bootlegged over the Ne-
braska-Iowa border because Iowa then closely regulated liquor sales. 
One of my parents’ favorite wines, discovered on a trip to Hungary, was 
called Egri Bikavar, also known as Bull’s Blood. We were ecstatic when 
we learned the Liquor Mart in Boulder stocked it by the case. 

Since my parents saved the Egri for family holidays, a case could 
last quite awhile. Each season we held our breath as the first bottle was 
retrieved from the cellar and opened. Would it be mellow and perfectly 

The backyard smoker was made 
from bricks salvaged from 
Grandmother Core’s house

Teenage Karen sits on the original Core bricks
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aged, or just plain vinegar? Unfortunately, more than one bottle 
was poured down the kitchen sink.

One time just before Christmas, when I was in my forties 
and living on the East Coast, I told a New York foundation 
director that I was headed to Iowa to visit my parents for two 
weeks. He surprised me by taking both of my hands in his 
and saying solemnly, “Remember, Karen, you can always 
leave.”

I was speechless. Ever literal, I kept thinking, “Why? 
Why would I want to leave?”

Later, I realized he thought I went out of some obli-

My father checks his pork ribs for 
tenderness on the indoor grill gation, still a slave to parental demands. It reminded me of my shock 

when I learned that many of my college dorm mates disliked, even hat-
ed, their parents. I had my share of teenage rebellions, rages, and sulks, 
but I respected my parents. Sometime during my twenties, they had 
become my friends as well as my parents. Over time, my respect and 
admiration for them grew. 

Even now, I am asked if we spent so much time in Iowa out of a 
sense of obligation or duty. The simple answer is that we loved being to-
gether, whether it was playing hours and hours of cards or other games, 
going to the lake, having an hilarious cocktail hour or sharing funny 
stories over dinner. In difficult times, our bonds made it far easier to 
weather crises.

Dad, Mom, and Tim (back); Nick, Teresa, Barbara, and 
Karen in front of the fireplace (1988)
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It seemed that on Sunday evening, December 19, 2010, despite my fa-
ther’s recent hospitalization for pneumonia and chronic obstructive pul-
monary disease (COPD), we were headed for a traditional Christmas 
celebration.

By four o’clock the next morning — just hours after The Last Toast 
— my father was in the Floyd County Medical Center emergency room, 
fighting for his life.

I heard him first, banging his shoe on his bedroom radiator, unable 
to yell for help. I flew out of bed. He was sitting on the edge of his bed, 
his back to me, shaking and trying to breathe.

“Turn up the heat,” he rasped.
“Shall I call an ambulance? (Ever true to family tradition, I asked 

first.)
He nodded, which let me know how dire things were; he often 

toughed it out. 
After calling 911, I woke up Teri at the lodge where her family and 

mine were staying. I will be forever grateful that she picked up her cell 
phone.

“I’ll be right there,” she said, barely awake.
By then, Mother had awakened and dressed in record time. She had 

developed the habit of retiring to the small bedroom after the 10 o’clock 
news so that she would not disturb my father’s sleep. We sat together 
on the edge of her bed and waited for the paramedics to do their work.

We watched in silence as they carried my father down the stairs on a 
stretcher, just as Teri arrived. It was a bitterly cold winter night, well be-
low zero, and I shuddered at the thought of my mother, then 93 and so 
frail, going out into the frigid air. Teri had the same thought. She quick-
ly volunteered to follow the ambulance so that we could stay home. 

The two of us went downstairs to the family room. Even though 
my mother and I were both inclined to fret (she silently, me verbally), 
we were seasoned copers, calm in a crisis, able to hold anxiety at bay. 
I made a pot of coffee. She lay down on the couch and snuggled under 
a thick black and gold Iowa Hawkeye blanket, the one we all liked best 

for naps. I sat less than two feet away, in one of the twin Early American 
recliner chairs, working a crossword puzzle.

We heard nothing for over an hour. Finally, a text message from Teri 
arrived on my phone: “Still working on him.” Another hour or so later, 
we let out a collective breath; my father had made it and would soon be 
moved to a hospital room. 

Before Christmas week was over, we had survived five years’ worth of 
medical emergencies. My 15-year-old granddaughter Jess ended up in 
the same emergency room where my father had fought for his life — 
not once, but twice. New epilepsy medicine threw her balance off, to 
the point that she reeled like a drunken soldier. Next, she was diag-
nosed with a urinary tract infection. Finally, she came down with a vi-
olent flu. At the same time that Jess was in the emergency room, strep 
throat felled my grandnephew Jordan, who had to be taken to an insur-
ance-approved clinic in another town. 

But the worst was yet to come. On December 24, Mother devel-
oped flu-like symptoms. On Christmas Day, a Saturday, she rallied. She 
dressed and came down to the family room, only to return upstairs to 
bed after an hour or so, too sick to stand or sit. I also had a mild cold 
and worried about visiting my father in the hospital, since his advanced 
COPD made him understandably phobic to be around people with 
colds. So Teri visited her grandfather while I tended to my mother.

Christmas night, we were again up in the middle of the night. 
Mother seemed scarily ill and had developed a fever and an ear dis-
charge. After some Internet research, we found that we could schedule 
a non-emergency ambulance to take Mother to the hospital, one that 
would come without the usual sirens and police escort. By Sunday af-
ternoon, she was in the same emergency room used by my father and 
granddaughter. 

Throughout the week, we were blessed with stellar doctors and nurs-
es. But by the time Sunday arrived, the ER rotation system did not favor 
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us. A dismissive doctor from out of town diagnosed my mother with 
swimmer’s ear and suggested she return home. I was ready to throttle 
the doctor and didn’t trust myself to remain in control, so I texted Teri 
upstairs in my father’s hospital room: “Come quick, I need you.”

Teri was a seasoned advocate — or, to put it more aptly, a human 
pit bull — used to dealing with the medical profession as a result of her 
own life-threatening asthma and her husband’s multiple sclerosis. For 
years, she had stayed in close touch with my father’s physician, even 
suggesting new medicines to the very patient and unusually accommo-
dating doctor.

A hospital technician finally saved us. She took one look at Mother, 
heard what the doctor told us, and said she was confident the results of 
her blood test would be grounds for admittance (they were). 

Then a kind of miracle occurred, one that can only happen in a small 
town. The admitting staff recognized the family name and kindly assigned 
Mother a hospital room next door to my father’s. By then, he could use 
a wheelchair to visit. Not even the nursing staff interrupted these tender 
visits, quietly backing out of the room so as not to disturb them.

Snowdrifts surround the house

Nick captured the surreal week perfectly when he ushered a visitor 
into the family room by saying, “Welcome to our MASH unit.”

During this same week, in less than seven days, we had two bliz-
zards, one ice storm, and a few conventional snowstorms. All week long, 
cars and trucks had slid off highway shoulders and into snowbanks, 
some ten to twelve feet tall. Tim’s four-wheel drive was the only car at 
our disposal that could jump the high ridges left behind by snowplows. 
Teri tried driving my father’s car and ended up doing involuntary do-
nuts. Nick tried to jump a snowbank while backing out of the driveway 
and got stuck. During the ice storm my two grandnephews, Cameron 
and Jordan, set out in their family’s van for a midnight 
snack, ended up in a ditch, and had to be rescued by 
the lodge owner.

When my mother recovered enough to speak, she 
turned to the hospital nurse and said haltingly, enun-
ciating each word, “With apologies to Dr. Seuss, this 
was the Christmas the Grinch stole.” 

The only thing left intact was our sense of humor.
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Chapter 6 

The Long Goodbye

     G rief begins long before you lose your parents. That is, 
if you are lucky enough to be given the gift of time and natural 

aging. Even as my parents greeted a new century and celebrated their 
65th anniversary in 2007, we knew they were on borrowed time.

Long before the last toast, I had stepped up my visits to three, then 
four times a year. 

I had begun making pureed soups for Mother, whose arthritis had nar-
rowed her esophagus and severely restricted her food options. I usually came 

Their great-grandchildren at my parents’ 65th anniversary celebration (2007)

An impromptu family picture taken at the 65th anniversary celebration (2007)
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alone between our regular July and Christmas visits, although Kemmie 
and I once surprised her in October, on her 87th birthday. After we star-
tled her by knocking at the back door, we agreed it was a good thing she 
had a strong heart. We had also organized a surprise birthday luncheon 
with her closest friends and cousin Dorothy Clark from Clear Lake. 

When I was there alone, my parents and I spent most of our time in 
the family room, sometimes in conversation but often in quiet compan-
ionship. I loved autumn especially, with its smell of curbside bonfires 
so redolent of the marshmallow roasts of my childhood, the familiar 
drone of a Saturday afternoon football game in the background, and the 
mournful colors of falling leaves. 

The signs of decline were subtle at first: a slight slump of the shoul-
ders before they were squared for a task, an ill-concealed attempt to 

Nick and Brad (back) with Jordan, Tanner, and Jess (2007)

disguise the difficulty of rising from a chair, a little less breath when 
climbing the stairs, a shift of responsibility to us during the holidays.

“Your father says I should just sit in a chair and direct,” my mother 
said one time, his suggestion akin to “Take a vacation, go to Tahiti,” and 
about as likely.

For years, he watched her every movement. If she was alone in the 
kitchen he would ask, "What is your mother doing in the kitchen?” It 
was our signal not just to find out what she was doing, but to take it 
over.

She could become mildly annoyed at the role reversal, as if we were 
the micro-managers, the helicopter kids. "I have to keep moving,” she'd 
say, “or I won't be able to move at all.” That meant it was time to back off. 

One time, she told me about a conversation with my dad. She ex-

Kemmie (behind the camera) and Karen surprise Mother with a visit and luncheon 
for longtime friends on her 87th birthday (2004)
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pressed her worry about how much longer she could prepare their 
meals, with her weakened wrists. His affable response was, “No prob-
lem, we can eat out.”

Wrong answer, I remember thinking, an age-old mismatch between 
the sexes. He focused, as usual, on the practical — a problem, a solu-
tion. He thinks he's being totally supportive; she hears how effortlessly 
her heroic efforts to serve him can be replaced. But, perhaps my fem-
inist views shaped how I heard the recounted conversation, for it was 
not her habit to voice criticism of my father. 

There was talk about moving to assisted living, but never very se-
riously. Instead, they innovated. First came the chairlift to the upstairs 
bedrooms, dubbed Bruno (its company name). Along the way, they de-
veloped a division of labor that reflected their individual abilities. As 
a result of her rheumatoid arthritis, Mother had had one elbow and a 
shoulder replaced. Her wrists were not strong enough to pour water in 
the coffee pot, so my dad did that before bedtime. Up in the morning 

Mother encounters many cooks in her kitchen (1991)

before him, she put in 
the coffee and pushed 
the switch. 

My father became 
a weekend cook. Hil-
lary, although she had 
traded her chef role for 
electoral politics, taught 
him to make sumptu-
ous quiches, which he 
turned into a Saturday 
ritual. On Sundays, he 
made an Amsterdam 
Pancake, his name for 
the discovery of Dutch 
Babies on a trip to the Netherlands.

Recently, I asked Nick what inspired him to become such a good 
cook.

“Grandpa,” he replied. 
My parents developed an elaborate ritual to cope with my father’s 

COPD and his need for oxygen. A large oxygen tank was kept upstairs 
in the Witch’s Den. A 30- or 40-foot tube ran the length of the upstairs 
hallway, into their bedroom. At first he used it just at night. Gradually, 
he needed it downstairs, during the day.

So, every morning after he was up, Mother would coil up the many 
feet of tubing and drop the ring down the back stairway, where he would 
retrieve it. Its ample length accommodated his travels in the kitchen, 
family room, den, and bathroom. Somehow, he managed never to trip 
over it. Meanwhile, the rest of us did the Highland Fling to avoid en-
tanglement.

Every night, after Mother reached the upstairs, my father would 
stay behind in the kitchen so that she could reel the tube back up the 
stairway and run it down the hallway to their bedroom. 

A perfect Amsterdam Pancake, made by 
Nick from his grandfather’s recipe
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In many ways, this problem-solving was emblematic of how they 
had always resolved their differences. They solved their divergent televi-
sion viewing habits by placing two televisions side by side in the master 
bedroom. He watched sports with the sound off. She watched “Master-
piece Theater” or whatever she wished. In his last twenty years, he kept 
a third small set on a stand so that he could watch, if need be, both a 
football game and a baseball game. 

While my mother’s frugality was legendary, my father tended to 
replace appliances if they 
showed the least sign of wear 
and tear. She insisted on keep-
ing the kitchen stove they had 
brought from his mother’s 
house in 1961; it is, in fact, 
still there, and in working or-
der, notwithstanding a rubber 
band or two to stabilize the 
dials. In later years, I found 
it fascinating that they occa-
sionally reversed roles. He 
became coupon-obsessed. 
She slipped us more and more 
generous checks. 

My father would buy 
his favorite cereal, Raisin 
Bran, three or four boxes at 
a time — but only when he 
had $2.00-off coupons. Early 
one Saturday morning I was 

deployed, coupons in hand, to buy four boxes before the store’s stock 
could be depleted. I had also been taught that the larger the size of a 
given product, the lower the unit cost, so I took the opportunity to re-
plenish my depleted liquor supply with a half-gallon of scotch. I thus 

Grandmother Eggert’s stove moved to 
Kelly Street in 1961; both burners (recessed) 

and ovens still function

stood before the checkout girl at 10 o’clock in the morning with four 
boxes of Raisin Bran and large bottle of J&B.

“Breakfast of champions,” I murmured, but she was too young to 
remember the Wheaties TV commercial.

In 2008, at the age of 85, my father finally cut back his law practice to 
half time. That summer, during our July visit, the law office hosted a 
public reception to mark the occasion. More than two hundred peo-
ple trooped through the small office, among them more elderly widows 
(the bulk of his estate clients) than I’ve ever seen gathered in one place. 
They all wanted to give him a little hug or peck on the cheek, a gesture 
he allowed would be all right as long as Maxine was present. 

After that, he spent mornings at the office and afternoons at home, 
playing computer poker, not for money but against himself. He had always 
been a skilled card player, a regular for couples’ bridge and men’s pi-
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A 2008 Charles City Press interview

nochle. For many years, he and a group of male friends took an annual 
poker trip to Las Vegas. Methodical as always, when he had won enough 
to cover his airfare, hotel, meals, and other expenses, he stopped play-
ing. (I’m quite sure he was the only man in the group to get a full night’s 
sleep.) The one time that wives were present, he persuaded my mother 
to try a hand of blackjack. True to her character, she won $2.00 and quit, 
not wanting to risk her small gain. It 
was Hillary’s inspired idea to give him 
the computer games, and I can’t imag-
ine what he would have done without 
his afternoon poker. 

When he did go to the office, he 
used the portable oxygen tank in the 

Tim, Karen, and Nick at the law office open house (2008)
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car for the six-block drive. A proud man, I don’t think he used it in front 
of clients. He was also a determined man. He loved playing golf, so in 
order to cope with his dwindling lung capacity, he mounted the tank on 
his golf cart. This enabled him to play with Nick and Tim (and others) 
until the last summer of his life. 

When his doctor, who knew about the mounted tank, learned that 
my boys had placed his tees in the ground for him that last summer, he 

Tim and Nick still hear their grandfather’s advice, 
“Swing easy,” whenever they play golf

quipped, “You do swing, right?” 
As the years went by, my father frequently declared to others and 

to us: he and Mother didn't need assisted living; they already had it. “I 
assist her,” he said, “and she assists me.” 

Together, they constituted a united front. They were always fine. 
They were getting along. They were doing okay.  

Until they weren’t.

In mid-October 2010, two months before the last Christmas toast, the 
situation worsened just as I was leaving for Barcelona for a two-week 
vacation. The day before I left, my father misjudged the height of a curb 
outside his office as he was leaving for lunch, and fell. The fall itself did 
little damage, but it was an ominous harbinger, since he couldn’t get up 
without assistance from the law office staff. 

Not wanting to mar my trip, no one told me. My parents knew 
how excited I was about it, because some of the planning had occurred 
during the previous Fourth of July visit. My travel companion for the 
Barcelona trip was a Charles City friend who lived in Southern Califor-
nia but who was also in town visiting a friend. We booked our flights 
and rental apartment while sitting in my niece’s van in the back drive-
way, the only place we could capture the neighbor’s Wi-Fi signal. It was 
a hot, steamy Midwest-summer evening, and our choice was to leave 
the van’s doors open for air and get eaten alive by mosquitoes, or suf-
fer the heat in an airless van. Thus, we were in and out of the air-con-
ditioned family room. For the longest time my father couldn’t fathom 
why everyone kept going out the back door, laptops in hand and often 
carried aloft, but since it involved his least favorite subject, technology, 
he refrained from asking. But even if my parents had not participated in 
the Barcelona planning, the We-don’t-want-you-to-worry stance would 
have prevailed. 

In mid-November, shortly after I returned from my trip, my father 
was hospitalized with pneumonia. He was released after several days, as 
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he had been so often over the last ten to fifteen years for crises related 
to his COPD. I talked to him by phone while he was in the hospital and 
he assured me he was already walking up and down the hallway. This 
turned out later to be a wild exaggeration. 

In reviewing emails from this period, I found one to a friend in 
Australia that crystallizes the heroic effort my parents were making to 
cope with their increasing frailty. 

“Mother is down to 93-94 pounds. Part of the wild tale of 
the last few weeks was an incident where he [my father] couldn’t 
move because he couldn’t breathe but needed to use the loo (as 
you would say). My tiny frail Mother pushed him (185 pounds 
plus) on her walker (which has a place to sit) from the front of the 
house to the back where the restroom is. She cheerfully told me 
over the phone afterwards, making light of it — the walker just 
wouldn’t go where she wanted it. No fucking kidding.” 

In phone updates from my close friend Judy, I learned that my fa-
ther’s claim to be walking was not exactly true. I also learned that the 
first night after his release from the hospital that he couldn’t handle get-
ting upstairs, so he slept on the family room sofa while Mother dozed 
(or didn’t) in one of the recliners.

On December 2, just as I arrived in D.C. for a weeklong trip, Judy 
called to let me know the situation had grown worse. She finally de-
cided to abandon the fiction of my father’s well-being and said bluntly, 
“Karen, he cannot walk. His legs won’t hold him up.” 

Stunned, I called Teri to figure out what to do next. Some years be-
fore, Teri and I had become sleuthing partners, using each visit to detect 
ways to ease their burdens. Sometimes the solutions were simple; we 
obtained a second oxygen tank for the downstairs — no more coiling 
the hose up and down the back stairway — and kicked ourselves for not 
thinking of it sooner. Others were more complicated, but fortunately 
for me, Teri had inherited her grandfather’s problem-solving ingenuity.

One of the chores that had become difficult for him was filling the 
humidifier, which required him to carry large gallon-plus jugs of water 
from the kitchen to the dining room.

I researched the market on humidifiers, but nothing seemed to fully 
solve the problem of transporting water. Teri said, “No problem.” She’d 
run some thin plastic tubing from the dining room under the kitchen 
door, up the counter, and back behind the sink, so that all her grand-
father would have to do was attach the nozzle to the kitchen sink tap.

Teri had nocturnal habits, but she also worked on projects late at 
night to avoid unsolicited advice. The humidifier turned out to be a 
three-night project. The tubing was a success but it created a new dilem-
ma — how to know when to turn off the faucet so the humidifier well 
wouldn’t overflow. Neither the humidifier nor the well could be seen 
from the kitchen sink. 

As we were discussing the problem, Teri suddenly dashed off and 
returned with a plastic duck that belonged to her four-year-old. She 
reasoned that the duck could float upwards and become a visual signal 
to turn off the tap.

On the third morning, I checked on her previous night’s progress. 
It seemed the duck rose just fine, up to a point, but then swam under 
the lip of the well and disappeared. “Not to worry,” she said, gritting her 
teeth. “The duck can be tethered.”

And that is how, for some years, a plastic duck on a short leash was 
able to help keep moisture in the air without a single mishap.

When I discussed my father’s alarming turn with Teri, she offered 
to go to Charles City immediately. When she arrived two days later, on 
his 88th birthday, she pitched her visit as a birthday present. I got there 
a week later. 

When I arrived, my father seemed improved, although I realized 
later he had become more adept at hiding his true condition. By the 
time the four generations of family members had gathered for our first 
dinner together on December 19, we were lulled into normality. None 
of us, I think, fully grasped the nature of COPD or the extent of his de-
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terioration. I learned later that Mother, who had lived most of her life 
with a chronic disease, assumed COPD was a similar ailment and had 
no idea it could be terminal. Thirty years before, my father had survived 
Stage III colon cancer, and a subsequent malignant brain tumor. I often 
spoke of them both as made from titanium.    

Between Christmas and New Year’s, the family had gradually departed. 
Tim and Hillary left first, as Jess remained dizzy and ill. They reasoned 
that a reclining car seat was not much different than a bed. By the time 
of their actual departure, Brittney was complaining that her tummy 
hurt. We dug in the pantry and found two empty half-gallon ice cream 
tubs with handles to use as buckets. Tim gave each girl a bucket, and off 
they went to Colorado. Less than five hours later they were in an Oma-
ha drugstore, waiting for a new prescription called in by Jess’s doctor. 
About the same time, Nick flew back to Spokane.

I had gone with Nick and Tim to say goodbye to their grandfather. 
Afterwards, we walked in silence to the hospital elevator, their unstated 
anguish palpable, each suspecting that they would not see him again. 

The next month — January, 2011 — was the worst of times. I stayed 
home with Mother, while my father was transferred to a nursing home 
rehab facility for physical therapy. At night, Mother and I each slept 
with a portable telephone headset that doubled as an intercom in case 
she needed me. During the day, I could leave her only for an hour or so 
to visit my father. The fiction that he was at Cedar Health for temporary 
rehab fooled no one. He could not stand or walk, and that was not likely 
to change.

One of the male nurses at the hospital, who had first squared off and 
then bonded with my father, had given Tim a realistic idea of what we 
could expect. “His lungs are simply shot,” he said, “and at some point, 
he won’t come back from a crisis.” None of us conveyed this bleak as-

sessment to Mother.
Worst of all, my parents were wrenched apart. Mother was simply 

not strong enough to brave the frigid temperatures and icy sidewalks 
to visit him. My father, almost always calm and collected, could barely 
mention her name without tearing up. 

Before she returned to Colorado, Teri set my dad up with a new 
flat-screen television and a cell phone. Along with every other aspect of 
computer technology, he had no use for cell phones. Didn’t want one. 
Wouldn’t use it. Useless expense. Teri programmed in the Kelly Street 
number and showed him how he could talk to Mother every evening 
after dinner by pressing one button. Before long, I reported to Teri, he 
was all, Don’t take my cell phone away. Leave it within reach.

When he complained about not be able to talk to the law office, I 
informed him that he could.

“How?” he said, mystified.
“A cell phone is like a real phone,” I said, trying to assume his law-

yerly, explanatory tone of voice. “Here, let me show you.” Step by step. 
His room at Cedar Health was tiny. It had barely enough space for 

a dresser, a bed, and a reclining chair that was elevated and bolted to a 
small wooden platform. He hated being herded to breakfast, to lunch, 
to dinner, to physical therapy. He roared at the nurses for waking him 
at night and disrupting his sleep, the last thing that he found a reliable 
solace. They finally came to some accommodation, thank God. 

There was so little I could do for him. I finally hit on something that 
had given him so much pleasure over the years. I could take him his fa-
vorite meal: roast salmon with a burned-butter sauce, mashed potatoes 
and vegetables. He regarded this meal as heaven itself.

I had acquired the award-winning recipe on a visit to Seattle in the 
early 1980s. A friend there had scribbled it on a torn piece of diner 
placemat. On impulse, since my next destination was Charles City, I 
went to Pike Place Market and had them pack a fresh salmon on ice. I 
flew from Seattle to Minneapolis, then from Minneapolis to Rochester, 
Minnesota. I then drove an hour and a half to Kelly Street, just in time 
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to prepare dinner. Despite Charles City’s proximity to lakes and good 
fishing, fresh fish was a rarity, not carried by local supermarkets. The 
salmon dinner was both a novelty and a smash hit.

As the years passed and the local Hy-Vee grocery began to car-
ry fresh fish, including salmon, I cooked it often. I developed a ritual 
wherein I would lay out the raw filleted salmon, usually three to four 
pounds, on a baking sheet, then carry it, like tribute to royals, to the 
family room to be previewed by my father. 

In mid-January, I made arrangements with Cedar Health to bring a 
meal to my father’s room. Kemmie had come for a week to relieve me, so 
I had critical help. The night we delivered the meal we were in the midst 
of another snowstorm, it was again below zero, and the sidewalks were 
covered with ice. We needed split-second timing to keep the meal hot. 

Kemmie warmed up Mother’s car, helped me over the ice, and we ar-

One of Karen’s salmon dinners, with childhood friends Judy and Wayne Latch (left) 
next to cousin Dorothy Clark, Mother and Dad (2006)

rived at Cedar Health in record time. By the time we reached his room, 
the whole floor knew about the salmon. My father’s enthusiasm nearly 
overwhelmed his ability to eat. Breathe, I finally cried out. Remember to 
breathe. No cook has ever had a more appreciative diner.

My mother knew by mid-January that her only option was to join my 
father in the nursing home. Although I made the arrangements with 
Cedar Health administrators for a double room, the actual move oc-
curred on Teri’s watch, since she took over from me in early February. 
I’m sure it was one of the hardest things she has ever done in her life, 
especially since she had hoped against hope that 24-hour home nursing 
care could be found. I readily confess that I was relieved not to be the 
one to walk my mother out the back door of the family room, out of the 
house of her dreams, and away from the beautiful river views. I know 
she would be the first to say that the house and its views meant little 
without the man she loved in it. Still.

On the day I left for California, my father was in a foul mood. I 
wheeled him down the hall to show him the room that he would soon 
share with Mother. He barely grunted when an aide pointed out my 
bouquet of fresh flowers. We carried on as though my departure was 
routine, my next visit imminent. But he was angry and withdrawn. 
There was no final hug. Instead, I blew him a kiss (another family tra-
dition). I understand now that he was choking on emotion, unable to 
say goodbye. 
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Chapter 7 

A Sequoia Falls

O n Valentine’s day, my parents were one of three 
long-married couples interviewed for the Charles City Press. 

They had even permitted a picture of themselves to be taken in the din-
ing area of Cedar Health to accompany the article. I was flabbergasted. 
My parents had always shunned the spotlight. I strongly suspect they 
were ambushed at lunch and were too polite to shoo the reporter away. 
However the article came about, it is now among our treasures. 

Two weeks later, on February 28, my father died.
The sequence of events is — to this day — almost unbelievable, 

and incredibly consoling. My parents both landed in the Floyd County 
Medical Center emergency room, lying side by side on gurneys, making 
it possible for my mother to hold his hand as he drew his last breath. 

The Charles City Press interview with Bob and Maxine Eggert 
on Valentine’s Day (2011)

How that came about is due to a series of happenstances. Had any one 
of these events not occurred, my parents would not have had their last 
moments together. 

The previous day, Mother had gotten tangled up in my father’s oxy-
gen cord at Cedar Health, and fallen. As usual, she declared she was 
fine. As the pain crescendoed, she agreed to go to the hospital in the 
morning for an X-ray.

I knew none of this at the time because, for the first time in more 
than 20 years, we did not have our usual Sunday morning phone con-
versation. I used to quip that I could set the Atomic Clock by their pre-
cision timing. That Sunday I was stuck at JFK Airport, where I knew the 
noise level and a weak cell phone signal would make conversation im-
possible. I called Judy and asked if she would call them instead, in part 
to announce my exciting news: my lunch with a prospective literary 
agent had been successful and he had agreed to represent me. I would 
fill them in by phone the next morning, after I returned to California. 

Judy came very close to not making the call, thinking that one more 
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day would not matter. Then she decided, “No, 
Karen asked me to, so I will.” She later report-
ed my father’s thrill when he heard the news 
about the agent. I had schooled my parents 
that finding a good agent was far harder than 
finding a publisher. Still, I was in year twelve 
or thirteen of my book project, a length of 
time that pretty much defied their imagina-
tions, and everyone else’s. Just once, perhaps 
in year four or five, my father had started to 
ask, “When do you think….” when my moth-
er interrupted him, calling out, “Robert….”

I deeply appreciated their “Don’t ask” 
policy, since When-will-you-finish was ev-
eryone’s favorite question, and I hadn’t a 
clue what the answer might be. Judy report-

ed back that my father had chuckled and said, haltingly, “Well...it’s...
about...time,” making his pleasure clear. 

Had I not called Judy, or had she decided not made the call that 
Sunday, neither she nor I would have known about my mother’s fall. 
When I got to California, there was a message waiting to call Judy, no 
matter how late. After she told me the circumstances and predicted a 
broken hip, she volunteered to go up to Cedar Health in the morning 
and accompany my mother to the hospital. I went to sleep, grateful once 
again for Judy and her devotion to my parents.

The next day, Monday, my phone rang around 6 a.m. It was Judy, 
who sounded tense. She handed her phone off to a Cedar Health nurse. 
Mother had already left by ambulance, but there was a new develop-
ment: the nurse had told Judy that my father was not responsive. Even 
though the nurse thought Judy’s familiar voice might rouse him, as hers 
could not, Judy needed permission from Mother to enter the room. 

Once again, our small town came to my rescue. I called the hospital, 
briefly explained the situation, and within seconds was put through to 

Patriotic Betrayal, 15 years 
in the making

the emergency room. Mother thought I had learned about her predica-
ment, and started to tell me not to come. It was not necessary. She’d be 
fine. “No,” I finally shouted over her. “No, no — it’s about Daddy. He’s 
not doing well.” I couldn’t bear to use the word nonresponsive. Seconds 
later, Judy had her permission. 

Had I not located Mother and an ER nurse, they would not have 
known that my father was in crisis. But because they knew, when he ar-
rived by ambulance they rolled Mother’s gurney into his area. Judy, who 
stayed by Mother’s side, watched what happened, as did the attending 
medical staff. After Mother took his hand in hers, his heart monitor 
became less and less erratic, started to slow, and finally stopped. 

Judy and Mother called me moments later. I managed somehow to 
postpone my tears, and in the next few minutes called my three chil-
dren, my niece, and the law office. I had already awakened Kemmie in 
San Diego after Judy’s first call, and she had made flight and rental car 
arrangements for herself and me.

We met in Minneapolis and drove into Charles City a little after 
midnight. On the back stoop, we found a stack of frozen pizzas, a touch-
ing gift from the cleaning lady and a sign that the news had spread. 
Although exhausted, we settled in the family room’s twin chairs for a 
drink. Kemmie suddenly broke the tension by kicking off her shoes in 
a high arc and declaiming loudly, “We don’t have to be quiet anymore, 
because Grandma and Grandpa aren’t sleeping.” I don’t know why we 
both found that so funny, perhaps because the break in decorum was 
so unexpected. Or perhaps because we’ve found, over the years, that we 
can be silly with one another. 

We arrived at the hospital the next morning, an hour or two before 
Mother’s hip replacement surgery. Teri had driven through the night 
from Colorado and was also bedside. While we were gathered around 
Mother’s bed, the ER nurse from the previous day came into the room. 
She wanted to tell us personally about the circumstances of my father’s 
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death. There was no doubt in her mind, she said, or in that of anyone 
else who was there, that he had waited for my mother. The nurse de-
scribed the medical staff as deeply moved by the experience. 

The surgeon was fearful that a frail 93-year-old might not survive 
the surgery, and deferred it until I arrived and could see her one last 
time. As I and her two granddaughters waited for Mother’s surgery to 
end, I wondered whether she wouldn’t have wanted to slip away and 
join my father, rather than make the heroic attempt to live without him.

Despite the concerns of the surgeon, Mother sailed through the 
operation, as much as any-
one age 93 sails through 
anything. Tim and Nick ar-
rived the next day. As our 
numbers increased, the ev-
er-accommodating hospi-
tal staff suggested we move 
into an empty suite. We 
learned later it was a hos-
pice suite, but it served us 
well. A small living room 
opened off the standard 
hospital room and had a 
TV, couch, chairs, table, 

and even a kitchenette. Teri, having just lost her grandfather, was dis-
traught and refused to leave the hospital at night. My parents had been 
both grandparents and surrogate parents to her. She was fiercely devot-
ed to them. We did as we had learned to do through the years: we gave 
her wide berth.

We postponed my father’s memorial service and inurnment for six 
weeks so that Mother could recover from her operation. I stayed on 
for several weeks and set up a virtual office in her hospital room, with 
a recliner and swing tables on either side. I wrote my father’s obituary, 
notified out-of-town friends, and began handling her financial affairs 

The Floyd County Medical Center

and his estate matters. 
I fought almost daily with the funeral director, whom I later found 

out had tippling issues. When Teri finally met him, it took her two min-
utes to take her own reading: “Definitely something off.” My father’s 
loyalty to the funeral home had been with its prior owners. This one 
was somewhere between untrustworthy and just plain smarmy. His 
car license plate said it all: R. MORTIS. I finally called a friend on the 
Men’s Cemetery Association board, which my father had served on for 
decades. Chagrined that I hadn’t called sooner, he immediately under-
stood the situation and ran critical interference for me. I have since 
learned that funeral homes have been financially disadvantaged by the 
trend toward cremation. R. MORTIS seemed determined to wring ev-
ery last cent out of me.

By the time of the funeral, Mother had been moved into a single room 
at Cedar Health. The fates had smiled once again: her room was next 
door to a lifelong friend, Dorothy Coacher, a year or so older, a retired 
school teacher, who was still mobile and alert. She became Mother’s 
mentor, schooling her in how to defeat — or at least survive — nursing 
home rules, greeting her in the morning and visiting her every evening 
to say goodnight. We furnished the room with as many familiar items 
from Kelly Street as could fit. Judy, who was a fount of tips and solu-
tions, suggested we buy an electric reclining chair that, with the push 
of a button, tipped forward to assist with standing up. We followed her 
advice and soon made jokes about the danger of a flying grandmother. 

The day of the memorial service, I sat in the front pew of St. John 
Evangelical Lutheran Church next to Mother, whose wheelchair had 
been placed in the aisle. A few feet away, the urn with my father’s ashes 
sat on a small rectangular table flanked, at her request, by a single red 
rose. How, oh how, I wondered, could she bear to sit just inches away 
from the spot where she stood as a bride? 

The church was packed. Eulogies were given. Stories told. Poems 
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read. Hymns sung. The minister, 
Dennis Nieswaag, was a close friend 
of my parents. The day of Mother’s 
surgery, he had sat with Kemmie, 
Teri, and me in the hospital’s waiting 
room. His distress over my father’s 
death the previous day was so ap-
parent that Kemmie quipped after-
wards, “I thought he was supposed 
to console us.”

St. John Evangelical Lutheran Church, where 
my parents were married and memorialized

World War II veterans, including Robert J. Eggert, are honored 
at the Floyd County Courthouse

Family picture at my father’s memorial. Front, from left: Carolyn Eggert Pannier 
(cousin), Teresa Keeler, Brittney Enwall, Karen Paget, Hillary Hall, Jessica Enwall 

and Payton Keeler. Back, from l.: Robert Eggert (cousin), Tim Enwall, Jordan, 
Cameron and Tony Keeler, Nicholas Paget (2011)

Cousins gather at Kelly Street after the service. From l.: Nick (Spokane), Tim 
(Boulder), Rob (Houston), Carolyn (Miami), and Kemmie (San Diego)
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Good times at Pete’s, our family’s favorite restaurant

During the memorial service, Pastor Nieswaag did an extraordi-
nary thing: he put events in my parents’ lives in a historical context. He 
talked about how brave they had to have been, how much faith they had 
to have, to be married at the beginning of World War II, a time when 
life was at its most precarious. He told me later that he wanted to speak 
as much as possible to their grandchildren and great-grandchildren. I 
could see why he had been so special to my parents. It was a moving and 
deeply satisfying memorial. 

A day or so after the service, we had a nostalgic dinner at my par-
ents’ favorite restaurant in nearby Mason City. Formally known as the 
Northwestern Steakhouse, longtime diners know it simply as Pete’s, in 
honor of the original cook, Pete Madouras. The restaurant itself is al-
most outside of town, isolated from other commerce, and adjacent to a 
cement plant. The inside is far from posh, just a few wooden booths and 
a small room off to the left for big gatherings. First-timers often balk 
at the isolated setting and décor, unable to imagine that this modest 
restaurant could offer anything of value. But as we all knew, it had the 
best beef filets in the world, bar none, prepared with Greek spices and 
baked in the oven.

My parents started going to Pete’s just after World War II. At that 
time, as they loved to recount, you entered through the kitchen and 
had to contribute to the Greek Relief box before you received a menu. 
Like the family room, Pete’s was our family’s special place. It is where 
we celebrated special occasions, engagements, weddings, and anniver-
saries. Sometime in the 1980s, we started to go every Christmas vaca-
tion, weather permitting, and every summer. Our last dinner there had 
been just the summer before. This time, my mother, who was not strong 
enough to join the outing, had given me her rarely used local bank card, 
but I had made the reservation under my name. When the owner’s wife 
processed the card, she realized who we were. She came to us, cleared 
her throat, and gave a moving tribute to my father. 

The next morning, when Brad and Kemmie were preparing to leave, 
Brad surprised me with a comment that I shall always treasure. “I always 
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leave Charles City,” he said, “feeling that I could be a better person.”
I knew what he meant. The spirit of a small town, which can be 

harsh and unforgiving, can also be uplifting and generous. My father 
was revered for all the right reasons. At his inurnment, my bereft moth-
er, who didn’t think she would be able to speak, uttered a brief but poi-
gnant closing cry, “He was such a good man.”

A small town can also provide humor in the saddest of times. On 
the day of the inurnment, a freight train started to noisily chug its way 
through Riverside Cemetery, drowning out the minister’s blessing. 
Just as we were all thinking Oh, no, the conductor abruptly applied the 
brakes, came to a complete stop, and waited for us to say our final good-
byes. 

For decades that freight train had driven my father to distraction. 
Twice a day it screeched through Charles City, its horn blaring, just a 
few blocks from the Kelly Street house. In the morning, it often woke 
him. How he would have appreciated the irony that on the day of his 
burial, the freight train stopped for him.

The freight train halted for my father’s graveside service (April 2011)
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Eulogy for Robert J. Eggert

.
Delivered on April 8, 2011

Anyone who knew my dad knew he had rules. Let’s 
call them Robert’s rules of order. 

Car keys belong on a hook, not in a purse or a 
pocket. There is only one way to load a dishwasher; 
this I learned in my late fifties when he stood beside 
me, repositioning every single item. Cereal packag-
es must be opened carefully, the aperture no more 
than four inches in order to prevent cereal from 
spilling out when you pour, and — well, you get the 
picture. 

But my dad also had prescriptions for living 
well, little adages as beneficial as the former rules 
were sometimes irritating. A sampling:

To be happy in life, you must love what you do;
When you leave your work, you must pull down 

a mental shade;
Everyone is entitled to make his or her own 

mistakes;
 And my personal favorite: If you jump up and 

down on the same spot long enough, you will make 
a dent.

He was not a parent who said, “Do as I say, not 
as I do.” He lived by his own prescriptions. When 
you did make a mistake, he never, ever said, “I told 

you so.” He said, “How can I help? What do you 
need?” 

He backed me in everything I ever did, even 
though he preferred my culinary arts to my politics. 
When I ran for public office and asked him for a 
campaign contribution, he replied, “Send me your 
platform.” I did. And heard nothing.*

After I won, he sent a check with a scribbled 
note that said, “Always like to support a winner.” 

In short, he made it possible for me to find work 
that I love and to live the life of my dreams. But he 
and my mother leave a more profound legacy: their 
deep love and respect for one another has inspired 
and awed us all. We have been equally blessed for 
having known their wonderful friends, who jour-
neyed with them through three generations of chil-
dren, grandchildren and great-grandchildren.

As the final shade that separates my father from 
us is drawn, I will miss his rules of order, live by his 
prescriptions, and treasure a lifetime of memories.

* When I delivered the line about my father’s silence after I sent him my 
political platform, “and heard nothing,” the entire church erupted in 
laughter. Even if they didn’t know my politics, they knew his and could 
infer what his silence meant.
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Chapter 8

Mother Alone

W e used to debate among ourselves whether my father 
or mother could best survive the loss of the other. We could 

never decide, knowing that whomever was left behind would be un-
speakably forlorn. 

Over the next two and a half years, Mother astounded us. After the 
memorial service, she spent several months wrestling with her mission. 
That is the word she used: mission. She was still on this earth for a rea-
son, and determined to find out why. When she surfaced, she knew 
what to do. She wanted to financially assist local groups and organiza-
tions she cared about: cancer survivors, day care providers, an educa-
tional foundation, and, most of all, the Lutheran Church. 

Her devotion to my father was matched only by her fidelity to the 
church. She wrote two different histories of St. John Evangelical Luther-
an Church, which was founded by Germans in 1872. When I visited the 
church’s website, I was startled into tears to find that her longer history 
had been posted, and to see its wonderful attribution: Special Recogni-
tion to Maxine Eggert – Historian. In my eulogy to her after her death, I 
paid tribute to all the career titles she deserved to have beyond house-
wife, including archivist and historian. Had she ever seen this commen-
dation? I doubt it. But I’d like to think she might have cast off her storied 
humility and felt great pride. 

Mother’s endnotes are a marvel of humorous anecdotes and unusu-
al factoids. Church doors were left unlocked until 1972. Pastor Fritschel 
once chastised the choir for singing “Jingle Bells” while waiting for a 
photographer to take the annual portrait. On different occasions, a bat 

Mother accepts my father’s posthumous award
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and a sparrow had flown out of the ornamental organ pipes. The change 
from German to English during World War II, she wrote, caused quite 
a great deal of strife, noting, “We are indeed grateful that it ended so 
peacefully.”

Her inward search also resulted in a scholarship award for a grad-
uating Charles City High School senior. She had had only one year at 
Waldorf College, a small Lutheran school in Forest City, Iowa, all her 
parents could afford at the time. I know that she always regretted not 
being able to continue with college. She had a lively and curious mind, 
and my father regularly commented on her brilliance. We spent hours 
talking through the scholarship criteria, since she feared imposing any-
thing that would eliminate an otherwise worthy applicant. On one point 
she was adamant: she cared far more about evidence of a “well-round-
ed” person than a perfect grade-point average. 

Six months before Mother died, 
I was able to announce the Rob-
ert and Maxine Eggert Scholarship 
at a banquet hosted by its sponsor, 
the Charles City Community Ex-
cellence in Education Foundation. 
By coincidence, I had been notified 
months before the banquet that my 
father (posthumously) and I would 

be honored for our achievements in education, the first father-daughter 
award ever given. I was also asked to deliver the keynote speech at the 
banquet. This unusual convergence of events enabled me, in turn, to 
publicly honor my mother as a woman who also served, giving so much 
and asking so little.

Afterwards, we were focused on the logistics of returning to the care 
center and I wasn’t sure how Mother felt about the event or my speech. 
When I entered her room the next morning, she took my hand and said, 
“It was the most wonderful night of my life…next to my wedding day.”

All her life she was circumspect, though not stingy, with her compli-

ments, lest they go to my head. I had to smile at her qualification — even 
as I recognized High Praise. 

Over the two and a half years that I kept her company in the care center 
(as nursing homes are now known), I came to believe my mother had 
a photographic memory. We had always marveled at how she seemed 
to know, well, just about everything: names, dates, and places. When we 
played Trivial Pursuit, we all wanted her on our team.

My father, by contrast, relied on first principles and axioms, and 
rarely supplied an accurate answer, most infamously on the night he 
took a stab at “What is the Moral Majority?”

Karen giving the keynote speech at the banquet of the Charles City 
Community Excellence in Education Foundation, at which she and Bob 

were honored with the first father-daughter award (2013)
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“A rock group?” he said hopefully.
Mother read and remembered the contents of every letter, every 

bill, and, unfortunately, even the small print in an insurance policy. I 
arrived after lunch one time to find her fretting over an error in the thir-
ty-plus-page policy, although she couldn’t remember the specific page. 
I went through it carefully, I thought, turning over each page to scan 
front and back. There was nothing wrong that I could see.

“Go more slowly,” she instructed. She watched me turn the pages 
again, upside-down from her angle of vision, and suddenly said, “Stop. 
Go back one page.”

Sure enough, on one line of dense text, their previously sold condo 
in Florida had a small charge attached to it.

“Would you like me to fix it?” I asked, certain her answer would be yes. 
“Oh, no,” she said. “It’s not worth it.” No doubt the policy had al-

ready paid dividends by providing a round of mental gymnastics. 
But during that time our calm, spiritually-centered mother gradually 

Payton visits her great-grandmother
 at Cedar Health (2011)

left us, cast adrift without her an-
chor, her rock. “A ship at sea,” 
said Teri, “completely unmoored.” 
Teri and I developed an anxiety 
barometer. “Sizzling,” I’d email. 
“Off the charts,” she’d report. Our 
email exchanges often began with, 
“You will not believe….” A good 
day would be either a “Low hum” 
or, per one email from Teri, “Sun-
ny, with a few scattered thunder-
storms.” 

On one occasion, Mother 
thought she had been the victim of 
identity theft, an almost impossible 
feat since she rarely used her bank 
debit card, didn’t use the Internet, 
and never answered a telephone 

Cameron and Payton help celebrate 
Mother’s 95th birthday, in 2012
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number that she didn’t recognize. But nothing caused her more anxiety 
than her monthly Medicare statements, even when they were clearly 
marked This is not a bill. Because of the lag time between medical ex-
penses being rendered and reimbursed, she was sure she owed thou-
sands of dollars. I spent hours spreading these documents out on the 
floor and studying them for charges. She owed nothing, but every 
month the arrival of the Medicare statement renewed her long-standing 
terror of indebtedness. 

In the past, she had found spiritual solace in her Bible, but even 
that eluded her. Her activities were limited; her hands weren’t nimble 
enough to play cards, nor did she have any enthusiasm for other activi-
ties. Dorothy’s report of her own card games no doubt discouraged her 
further: of her three bridge partners, one had dementia, another made 
up her own rules, and the third chattered nonstop. 

Reading helped. Teri and I kept her supplied with our best reads, 
using them to stimulate conversation during our visits. She made it 
through the entire three-volume set of British writer Ken Follett’s Cen-
tury Trilogy, no small feat for her wrists, as each volume was heavier 
than an urban phone book. We discovered that the Charles City Pub-
lic Library ran a wonderful program for local nursing home residents. 
Once a month, volunteers delivered four or five books to each resident, 
chosen in accordance with previously indicated areas of interest. 

In October 2012, Dorothy Coacher passed away, and Mother lost 
her last longtime companion. Friends since second grade, they had 
shared their lives as friends and married couples before landing in the 
care center. That history made them uniquely able to console each an-
other. It must have been especially hard since October was Mother’s 
birthday. Teri, too, was very close to Dorothy, in part because Dorothy’s 
daughter had been a close friend of Barbara, Teri’s mother. Teri brought 
two of her children to Charles City for a small birthday celebration.

In rereading dozens of my email updates to Teri, Tim, Kemmie, 
and Nick, written after Dorothy’s death, I can see that Mother’s anx-
iety gradually took on a different character. She remained lucid and 

clear-thinking but could become irrational, a combination that was al-
most impossible to explain to her doctor. To add to her anguish, she was 
acutely conscious of her inability to control it. I fear she experienced it 
as a moral failing.

Teri and I spent endless hours trying to define and understand these 
changes. We agreed: this was not my mother, not her grandmother. We 
finally homed in on Mother’s pain patch as a possible factor. She had 
worn it steadily in the two years since her hip surgery. Could it be the 
cause of her unsettling changes? Did she still need it?

We tentatively raised the issue with her. Her fierce reaction sur-
prised us: she defended her pain patch as if she were guarding the last 
bar of gold bullion at Fort Knox. She informed us that she already had 
discussed the matter with the doctor (she hadn’t) and he had said it was 
fine.

Afterwards, Teri shrieked theatrically: “She lied! Grandma actually 
lied.” My mother had a very personal relationship with a smiting God, 
who, in her view, frowned even on little white lies, let alone whoppers.

Still, we respected her wishes regarding the pain patch, albeit with 
grave doubts about the wisdom of doing so. 

As it turned out, we were not the only ones with our eyes on the 
patch. One morning, Mother awoke to find it missing. She searched 
her bedclothes, couldn’t find it, thought it odd, but chalked it up to the 
mysterious things that happen in a care center. A few weeks later, she 
was awakened from a sound sleep at around 2:00 a.m. to find an aide 
preparing to “rub lotion on her chest.” This time she was suspicious, and 
warded off the aide.

Then, a week or so later, in the middle of the night, someone en-
tered her room and ripped the patch off her chest. When I got there 
the next morning, she was visibly shaken. She continued to relive the 
moment and trembled for days. At first, Teri and I were perplexed. Who 
would do that? Neither Teri nor I had previous experience with nursing 
homes, and did not know that drug addiction among health care aides 
is a national problem, or that the Fentanyl in the pain patch is a drug 
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more potent than heroin.
Teri and I could pinpoint the date and approximate time of two of 

the three attempts, which was enough information for Cedar Health to 
identify the aide. Mother thought she knew who it was but refused to 
say, for fear she might be wrong and do harm to an innocent person. 
I shudder to think how many people at Cedar Health (or elsewhere), 
less lucid than Mother or without an attentive family, might have been 
victims. The identified aide, who had relapsed, accepted a plea deal with 
the county attorney that required additional drug rehabilitation and a 
ban on future work in the nursing home industry. Before the case was 
resolved, Mother spent weeks terrified that she might have to testify, 
even though my father’s law partners assured her she would not. 

On July 31, 2013, I wrote to Teri and my kids, “I sense a general down-
ward turn in Gma.” The last two times I had left her, in June and in 
mid-July, she had been distraught rather than stoic, even though she 
was rarely without a visiting family member for more than two weeks 
at a time. I was coming in August, as were Nick and Tim. Judy had 
stepped up her visits as well. But when I left, Mother was in tears. It was 
heartbreaking. 

The call came a week later, as these things do, when I was least 
expecting it. She had been hospitalized with violent vomiting on the 
morning of August 5th. One ER nurse I spoke to thought perhaps it 
might be congestive heart failure. I tossed clothes in a suitcase and took 
the red-eye flight to Minneapolis. While waiting for the small plane that 
would take me the last leg of the trip, I worked on paring my manu-
script for Yale University Press, since my submission deadline was now 
just weeks away. I sat in the airport café at 5:00 a.m. with a spreadsheet 
open, recording the number of words I had cut from each chapter and 
footnote. Like the crossword puzzle I did three years earlier while wait-
ing for news of my father in the emergency room, it provided focus and 
distraction. 

By the time I got to the hospital, Mother was resting comfortably in 
a regular room, alternately lucid and nonsensical. On the shelf by her 
bed was a big message from Tim, who had reached the nursing station 
and dictated I love you, Grandma. She brightened as I entered.

“I’m glad to be here,” I said.
“But not this way,” she said. In the next breath, she said something 

like, “The ducks are on the river.” Judy, who had picked me up, had tried 
to describe Mother’s mental confusion, but I didn’t grasp the degree of 
it until that moment. 

“Yes,” I replied, “they are.” 
That day, a Friday, she was able to communicate most of the time. 

On Saturday, she did not have the strength to even whisper, although she 
seemed to be having conversations with someone in the upper corner of 
the hospital room. On Sunday, she seemed to perk up and become more 
responsive, but was still too weak to draw water through a straw. 

In her last days, Mother liked to recall the ducks on the river
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Around five o’clock that day, Teri went back to Kelly Street, and 
Mother and I were alone. I still cannot commit to paper what happened 
between us as I held her hand. Some memories are too precious, too 
monumental, too beyond words to record. I’ve learned the hard way that 
once you put a memory on paper, the words supplant the memory itself.

I thought, after those moments alone with her, that she had fallen 
asleep. I left to go to dinner with Teri, who planned to take the night 
shift.

Teri called me from the hospital shortly after 3:00 a.m., with urgen-
cy in her voice. Mother had not just been in a deep sleep. The nursing 
staff thought the end might be near. 

It wasn’t. But Mother had lapsed into a coma. In the morning, her 
doctor diagnosed it as a brain stem stroke. I later realized it had prob-
ably occurred just after our precious moments together. She had gri-
maced in a way I had never seen before, just before she closed her eyes. 
Suffice it to say that I will be forever grateful that mine was the last face 
she saw before she lost consciousness. She was not alone.

No one who knew her — doctors, nurses, family or friends — could 
believe that this frail, now nearly 96-year-old woman, ravaged by rheu-
matoid arthritis, weighing almost nothing, clung to life for two more 
days. Kemmie arrived on Monday afternoon, and that night she, Teri, 
and I slept in the hospital room. 

When I had first arrived on Friday, in another moment of quiet con-
versation between the two of us, Mother told me that Tim had told her 
in June that he wanted to be with her when she slipped away. She said 
she told him, “But I might not know I’m slipping away.”

She looked at me and started to say, “I think that —” when a nurse 
interrupted us. I can only surmise that she meant to complete the 
thought with, “I’m slipping away.” She said it with a smile, thoroughly at 
peace in the moment. 

And, in peace, late Tuesday morning, August 13th, she slipped away, 
while Kemmie and Teri and I held her hands.
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The clock still chimes; the ducks still paddle; the river still flows; the 
willow still weeps. The rabbit still seeks refuge under the evergreen 
bush. The feral cat still stalks the rabbit. The finches still visit the bird 
feeder. How many generations of finches have visited, I wonder. On 
this October day, the maples no longer blaze crimson red. Instead, 
they drop their faded gold leaves slowly, one by one, onto the green 
grass carpet below, like big teardrops, as if to mourn our loss.   
    — Written on the morning of Mother’s memorial service

I knew those few hours of solitude when I prepared for the memo-
rial service would be the last quiet time for awhile. We had deferred 
her service until mid-October and planned to gather one last time as a 
family the next night for dinner at Kelly Street.  I knew without thinking 
that Nick, who so resembles his grandfather, two peas in a pod, would 
sit in his chair. No one would think him an interloper for he has done 
it before, and also because he can do a wicked imitation of his grandfa-
ther, guaranteed to make us roar with laughter. 

One of the things I like best about my children is their sense of hu-
mor. Each one has it. Each one has a unique one. I also hear echoes of 
the humor I have heard all my life: my mother’s deadpan wit, my father’s 
wry understatement. I love listening to Tim and Nick when they go off 
into paroxysms of laughter over a story told, a paradox observed, an 
irony noted. Kemmie has her grandmother’s gift for mimicry and her 
stories often take a comic turn.

At the gravesite when my sister was interred, the minister paid trib-
ute to “the banter that lies at the heart of this family.” I can’t help think 
that humor, even at its most mordant, feeds our resilience and is part of 
our bedrock.

Eulogy for Maxine D. Eggert 

.
Delivered on October 13, 2013

As I began thinking about writing a eulogy for my 
mother, the phrase that came unbidden to my mind 
and played itself over and over was: “O, thou good 
and faithful servant.” For that is surely how Heaven 
received her.

From an early age, she devoted herself to ser-
vice — to family, to church, to community. She gave 
of her time. When she was able-bodied, she visited 
the sick and the shut-in. If ballet costumes need-
ed making and another mother didn’t sew, she of-
fered to make two. With some trepidation, I blew 
her cover in her obituary when I wrote that she had 
donated an embroidered set of altar cloths to the 
Lutheran Church. What I didn’t reveal is that, after 
two full years of work, she had donated them anon-
ymously.

At the time, I found that nearly incomprehensi-
ble. Later, I understood. When she started making 
them, she had just lost her own mother. She was 
transforming her grief one embroidery stitch at a 
time, like alchemy, into radiant gold and white al-
tar cloths. But she was also doing something else: 
she was teaching by example, as she would so many 
times, showing us how to live, how to cope with loss. 

Now, to call her a good and faithful servant is 
not, I repeat not, to paint my mother as subservient. 
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For one thing, she was not only my mother but my 
mother — and could micro-manage with the best 
of them. And when she said, “Over my dead body,” 
you knew that was that. More seriously, she had 
a fortitude borne of suffering, a resilience that re-
mained evident until her final days. Diagnosed with 
rheumatoid arthritis at age 24, she spent most of 
her life in physical pain, sometimes almost unbear-
able physical pain, relieved only when an elbow or a 
shoulder could be replaced. Daily she endured the 
bone-crushing fatigue that comes with an autoim-
mune disease. And here’s the thing: she never, ever 
complained. Like the altar cloth, I think she grad-
ually transmuted her pain into a deep and equally 
radiant spirituality. 

Someone once said Maxine would have been 
a wonderful Lutheran minister. In fact, she could 
have had so many careers. As a young girl, she as-
pired to be an actress and won statewide contests 
for her dramatic readings. She loved history and in-
spired her mother’s antique business. With her cu-
rious mind and photographic memory, she’d have 
made a brilliant historian.

Sometime in the 1980s, Mother told me about a 
conversation she had had with our backdoor neigh-
bor, Lorene Smith, about such “might-have-beens.” 
Mother and Lorene frequently met for 10 a.m. cof-
fee on the bench across the street that overlooks 
the river — they called it “the beach.” That day, 
they discussed the amazing opportunities that had 
opened up for women, opportunities far beyond 
their imaginations or reaches. Mother told me they 
had decided they were just born in the wrong de-
cade. She said it without rancor, as a fact of life. 

With that as background, after I started work-
ing in archives across the country and telling her of 
my adventures, she decided that being an archivist 
would have been her true calling. Archivists, after 
all, are custodians of history as it is found in old 
papers, books, letters, and photos. 

She may not have had a title — minister, his-
torian, or archivist. But she was all three. She min-
istered, she wrote history, she was the family’s ar-
chivist, chronicling the family lineage, preserving 
photos, letters, and other memorabilia. Even if she 
had had the professional titles, she would have cared 
about the doing, not the status; about the journey, 
not the destination. 

Each decade I learned new things from her and 
about her; each decade we became closer friends. 
She was that exceptional mother who never criti-
cized or chastised. A friend of mine in Washington, 
D.C., said, “Boy, is she on your side.” 

Simple put, she was my hero, and never more so 
than in the years after my father’s death. She missed 
him almost beyond endurance, yet she summoned 
her Norwegian determination in a way that left us 
all in awe. Now it is our turn to honor her life, fol-
low her example, and, day by day, turn our grief into 
radiant golden memories. And we have so many! 

But one should sustain us all especially, in the 
days and years ahead: Robert and Maxine’s extraor-
dinary love — for each other, for their children, 
grandchildren, and great-grandchildren, for their 
friends, and for their beloved community. 

May she rest in peace.
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Chapter 9 

Buried Treasures

F or years, my mother worried about what would 
happen to the house and its contents, crying out, “Oh, I cannot 

leave this mess to you.” There was no mess, of course; if anything, order 
and care ruled every floor of the old house.

“Of course you can,” I would reply, as cheerfully as possible. But in 
truth, the vision of dismantling the house was daunting beyond words. 
I had stayed on after the memorial service to do a preliminary invento-
ry, which I later realized was woefully inadequate. Ten months later, in 

June 2014, Teri and I met 
to begin the process in ear-
nest.

I dreaded the task, 
partly because I feared my 
niece would have a hard 
time letting go of anything 
in the house. We had had 
an initial skirmish on the 
telephone over a couple 
of items I thought should 
head straight to the dump. 
But she plunged into the 
task with a vigor that as-
tonished me. By the time 
I arrived, Teri had cleared Teri welcomes Karen’s arrival to dismantle Kelly Street

everything portable out of the attic and the second-floor closets, bu-
reaus, and cabinets and carted them downstairs. The first floor became 
a staging area: auction items in the living room and dining room; items 
destined for family members in the den; collectables in the family room; 
donations on a tarp in the now-empty four-car garage. As ordered dis-
order goes, it was high art.

The house was filled with beautiful antiques and Oriental rugs, few 
of which were purchased by my parents. Many items came from my fa-
ther’s aunts and uncles, the offspring of the original Robert. Others came 
from Grandmother Selma Core’s antique business, begun by chance in 
the late 1930s. Before my mother married, she began collecting cut-
glass toothpick holders (for reasons unknown). Her mother urged her 
to learn about the history of each one. Together, they began to study 

Teri’s “ordered disorder” in the family room
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the artistry of what had been a fad in the 
late 19th century. This impromptu enter-
prise led directly to my grandmother’s 
more general interest in antiques and to 
her eventual business, Hobby House An-
tiques, which had given the Core family 
life-saving income after the Depression. 

In 1940, Selma and Glen Core bought 
a red Victorian house with a wrap-around 
porch and a barn in the backyard, a relic 
from the 19th century when the property 
defined the outskirts of town. By the early 
1960s, both the barn and the house were 
chock-full of antiques, ranging from ex-
pensive crystal and chandeliers to old fur-
niture in need of refinishing. By the time 
she died in 1965, Selma Core was known 
in Iowa as the “Dean of Antique Dealers,” 
featuring items for sale from her buying 
trips to New England, the London Silver 

Vaults, and even Paris. 
Whenever a new shipment arrived, especially from overseas, my 

grandmother would ask my mother to pick out something special for 
her birthday; often the time lag between her choice and her October 
birthday made the item a fresh surprise. The year that my grandmother 
died, in August, Mother had already picked out her present. But when 
she began to search for it, she could not find it. For nearly two months, 
she hunted for it.

On the day of her birthday, October 14, she saw the gift sitting in 
plain sight in the middle of a large dining room table filled with antique 
vases and crystal. A keen observer, Mother would have sworn under 
oath that her present had not been there the day before. I loved this 
story, and didn’t understand until many years later that she was subtly 

Selma Core’s short obituary

schooling us, as she so of-
ten did, in the mystery and 
magic of life.

My parents were nei-
ther acquisitive nor mate-
rialistic. Rather, they acted 
as good stewards of all that 
they had inherited or been 
given. Knowing that every 
object in the house had a 
story, Teri and I felt an ob-
ligation to honor that stew-
ardship. We tried to dispose 
of items with care, whether 
they were antiques or what 
my mother humorously 
dubbed Early Attic. 

The actual Kelly Street 
attic contained many items 
from previous generations, 
along with our own accu-
mulations. We devised cat-
egories for the clothing: 19th 
century museum-quality 
skirts and shirts and tux-
edos and top hats, vintage 
items from the mid-20th 
century, and contemporary 
clothes. Most items were 
carefully preserved in tis-
sue-paper boxes or garment 
bags, including my beau-
tiful long-trained wedding 

Chairs from the original Robert Eggert’s law 
office, preserved for decades in the basement

My father’s WWII army hat found 
a new home with Nick
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dress and the award-winning Sing-
er Sewing Contest dress that I made 
when I was ten. We found match-
ing feather hats, high-heeled shoes, 
evening dresses, fur coats, even 
a mink muff and matching stole, 
complete with mink feet and mink 
head, which we were loath to touch. 
There were bookshelves and bear 
rugs, army hats and helmets, and 
boxes and boxes of memorabilia, 
including one of Charles City Press 
clippings on sports events from my 
cheerleading days. 

One of the dolls displays her 
inventory number

Karen and Barbara receive antique china 
dolls for Christmas (circa 1951)

Fortunately, Mother was a list maker and left behind inventories 
of the most important collections. The 60-plus-item doll collection in-
cluded two blonde-haired antique dolls my grandmother had given to 
me and to Barbara when we were in grade school. Their porcelain heads 
were exquisitely painted, and they even had eyelids and long lashes that 
moved up and down. We knew better than to ever play with them, but 
when our beds were made (not always), they lay against the pillows, 
their resplendent white dresses spread out like fans. 

We knew about the collection of handmade quilts, made mostly by 
relatives and carefully documented. But we were surprised when we 
discovered a coin collection, 
some of it in an old shoebox 
on the floor of my parents’ 
bedroom closet. Other coins 
were discovered in the office 
safe. The numismatist that 
evaluated the collection de-
clared it one of the best he’d 
ever seen. It included four 
kopeks from the reign of 
Catherine the Great, the late 
18th century Russian ruler. 
We speculated that the ko-
peks came from a great- or 
great-great-uncle (owner of 
the top hat and tails), who worked overseas for International Harvester, 
which had once done business in Russia. I gave one of them to a friend 
who loves Russian literature and has spent more than 20 years study-
ing Russian. She consulted a second numismatist for instruction on the 
care of her new treasure, and it is now mounted in a double-sided Plexi-
glas stand, surely a better place for it than the closet floor. 

Then something unanticipated happened: the house began yielding 
up unexpected finds that transformed our experience from dread to 

A newly mounted kopek from the reign 
of Catherine the Great
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something miraculous. 
In one box, we found a cardboard mailer about the size of a 45-rpm 

record. The return address read, A message from your serviceman, spon-
sored by Pepsi-Cola. The outside of the mailer contained an instruction 
in my father’s handwriting: Do not open until June 28, their wedding 
anniversary. Inside was a record with a small hole punched in the cen-
ter. We rushed to the 1950s stereo console — one of the disputed dump 
items fortunately rescued by Teri — and brought the record to life.

We listened in awe to my father’s voice, recorded at Fort Ord, Cali-
fornia, in June 1944, just before he shipped out to the Pacific. His young 
voice, full of (barely) suppressed emotion, included a veiled reference to 
his bride’s pregnancy and ended with a declaration about missing their 
second wedding anniversary: “And I hope it never happens again.” It 
did, though. He was still overseas the following June, missing not only 
another anniversary but my birth the previous November. 

Inside the same mailer, we discovered a second small record. It 
turned out to be a recording of me at age three, reciting, with a little 
prompting from my mother, “T’was the night before Christmas.” On 
the B-side I sang “O Christmas Tree” and other carols, and talked into 
the microphone, answering questions put to me by my parents and oth-
er relatives. “Who’s your father?” I answer, “My daddy, Bob.” Teri and 
I just stood there looking at each other, speechless. I dubbed our finds 
Tales from the Crypt. 

Every day the house yielded up its buried treasure. One day, Teri 
came to me with a small cardboard box filled with 20th-century cam-
eras: a small Brownie, a hand-held 35-millimeter; nothing terribly ex-
pensive, no Nikons, no Minoltas, nothing for professionals. She was 
grinning.

“I’ve learned,” she said, “always to dig down to the bottom of a box.” 
She plucked out a metal canister the size of a salad plate. My father’s 
handwriting identified the film as Karen and Mike’s Wedding, July 25, 
1964. I had no recollection of anyone shooting a home movie that day. 
I didn’t know it existed. 

Neither of us was willing to risk run-
ning the film through our ancient pro-
jector. A few years before, during my 
parent’s 65th wedding anniversary 
celebrations, we had gathered in 
the family room to replay film from 
their wedding in 1942, and nearly 
burned it up when the projector light 
overheated. I brought the film back 
with me to Berkeley and had it converted 
to a DVD. 

I cannot describe the feeling of watch-
ing your wedding day 50 years later, like a posthumous episode of your 
life. I initially assumed that my father shot the film, but it opened with 
him walking up the sidewalk to the church with Mike, and he is in many 
frames. It wasn’t until the second or third time I viewed it that the pen-
ny dropped, and when it did, I laughed.

One of the final scenes is the departure of the newlyweds for their 
honeymoon. Traditional streamers and tin cans adorn our new Mus-
tang car as we depart; the camera then zooms in on a soaped message 
on the passenger window: From Here to Maternity. Barbara shot the 
film. I should have known that she would stamp the film with her hu-
mor, and just a whiff of sisterly revenge, as if to say, “Don’t think you are 
getting away with anything.”

We relearned an old lesson: Impersonal objects, however beautiful 
or elegant, did not stop us in our emotional tracks. What did was the 
fictionalized account by a 20-year-old grandson about his Christmas 
visits and love for his grandparents, later turned into a poem, and still 
later read at my father’s memorial service. Or hearing my father’s young 
voice. Or finding the outfit I had made for a high school winter formal, 
an ice-blue taffeta dress and matching overskirt, carefully preserved 
in tissue paper. Or reading excerpts aloud from the letters my moth-
er wrote me during my first year of college, preserved first by me and 

The home movie of 
Karen’s wedding
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then by her, and stored in an attic box 
marked Karen. 

Teri used Internet sites to offer 
many items free of charge. An enthu-
siastic couple from Des Moines made 
the two-and-a-half-hour trip to claim 
the 1950s stereo. Sofas, end tables, and 
televisions sets were snapped up. We 
watched each item go, pleased that we 
had found happy owners. The owner of 
a local vintage clothing store asked for 
my wedding dress and veil, along with 
my Singer Sewing Contest dress, not 
to sell but to display in her store. Thus 
the dress I made when I was ten years 
old is now worn by a mannequin and 
displayed on a high shelf in a building 

Karen, age 10, models her homemade dress 
and receives the Singer Sewing Contest 

award (1955)

Karen’s Singer Sewing Contest dress, on a mannequin at Darbe & Co. Boutique

on Main Street once owned by my parents, two blocks from the former 
Singer Sewing store. 

Judy took the old wooden salad bowl that develops a crack in the 
winter but somehow mends itself in the humidity of summer. No one 
was allowed to pass through the house without choosing one of the 
six dozen baskets we corralled (antique, vintage, and contemporary), 
or taking an unopened liquor bottle (definitely vintage) or some other 
object that we had in abundance. 

I found it unexpectedly hard to sell Mother’s car, a Chrysler con-

vertible. I always wondered whether her love of convertibles meant that 
she had a secret self-image as a carefree damsel, a counter to her crip-
pling arthritis. Her first convertible was a fire-engine red 1965 Mustang. 
Not that she drove that many miles. In fact, as I recall, the bottom rust-
ed out before she reached 30,000 miles. Her second and last convertible 
was a more sedate silver. She kept a walking cane between the two buck-
et seats in the front; the juxtaposition of the cane and the convertible 

Mother waves from her bright-red Mustang convertible as Karen 
drives her and visiting Berkeley friends around Charles City (1997)
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Our living room, empty yet filled with memories

made me laugh the first time I saw it. Whenever I am saddened by the 
images of her time in Cedar Health, I substitute the memory of her 
backing out of the driveway, top down, and tootling off in her convert-
ible. As Teri said when she evoked Mother’s convertible in her eulogy, 
“She was a cool grandmother.” 

A hushed morning. A swollen river. A night without a storm, and 
still the river rises. The world holds its breath. No geese squawk, 
no birds sing, all seem exhausted by the wind and the storm. The 
sun bargains with the clouds, just a peek now and then? The rum-
ble of the freight train the only sound.

                       — Written June 20, 2014, during the dismantling

That month of June in Charles City was especially beautiful, despite 
lots of rain early in the month that churned the Cedar River and turned 
it muddy brown. The day after I arrived, Teri and I decided to take a 

Mother’s last convertible sported a cane between the bucket seats
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short walk in the morning before digging in. The walk over the suspen-
sion bridge, back along the river to Main Street, and down Kelly Street 
to the house normally takes about 20 minutes. That day, it took us over 
an hour and a half. We kept running into people we knew. I found it 
symbolic: over the past few years, I had reconnected with Charles City 
in a new and deeply satisfying way. 

Whether I was acting on behalf of my mother or handling aspects 
of my father’s estate, I was keenly aware that I was the beneficiary of 
goodwill and respect for my parents, a precious commodity not to be 
squandered. While I already had relationships with people in the family 
law office, the local bank, and other agencies, my new responsibilities 
deepened my involvement. They included oversight of a downtown 
redevelopment project that involved two of my parents’ buildings on 
Main Street. Suddenly, I was examining architectural drawings, learn-
ing about tuck-point brick repair, and attending briefings by State of 
Iowa officials, whose funding was critical to the project. I developed an 
admiration for a host of local leaders, both young and old, whose vision 
and dedication are second to none, and gained a new understanding of 
the human effort that makes a small town tick. 

Before my father’s death, I used to joke that when I was in Charles 
City I could be found in one of two places: the grocery store or the fam-
ily room. Except for my occasional nights out with Judy, our visits and 
activity revolved around Kelly Street. I would never have imagined then 
that both old and new Charles City friendships would be my salvation 
during Mother’s final years. True to family tradition, I had adopted a 
routine for my visits: early mornings were for making soup and sorting 
my father’s papers; mornings and afternoons were spent sitting with 
Mother; noontime was for managing financial affairs.

Even so, the days were arduous and often draining. Evenings were 
my time to rejuvenate. As my circle of friends widened, I spent most 
evenings out for dinner and conversation, telling tales, catching up on 
local gossip, and laughing over life’s absurdities. Balm for the soul in 
sorrowful times. 

I see now that all this time in Charles City was a blessing in another way. 
It was the beginning of a transition, a time to come to terms with loss, 
a time to absorb the meaning of my parents’ lives. These remembrances 
would be very different if either of them had been taken from me either 
earlier in life or suddenly, without warning. Because they lived to be 88 
and 95, we had the gift of time. I had no unfinished business, no linger-
ing issues, no simmering resentments, no long-held grievances, small 
or large, nothing to freight the last years of our companionship. Over 
the years I had found a thousand ways, large and small, to thank, honor, 
and celebrate them. 

I know that I am not alone in my gratitude toward my parents. Even 
when they were alive, their descendants honored them, each in their 
own special way. One grandson wrote a poem about our Christmases; 
a great-granddaughter gave a classroom presentation on family history; 
and when a great-grandson sang “On the Street Where You Live” in the 
living room of Kelly Street for their 65th wedding anniversary, few were 
left dry-eyed.  

Over time, good memories surround and soften the edges of sad 
ones. They transform, solidify, and become a source of solace, not un-
like the granite rock that still stands sentinel over the Cedar River at 
the end of Kelly Street on Bayou Bend, the place of my parents’ dreams. 
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Poem read on April 8, 2011
by Timothy Sean Enwall

  
Ribs (smoked)

Melt
Off the bone

Secret sauce spices

Football cheers
Softly – Grandpa

Snoozes 
In the Grandpa chair

Cards fly
Round the gaming

Table
“I buy!” echoes nightly

Candles
Warm at midnight

Mass
Auntie Barb rejoicing

Molasses cookies
Temptation in

The air
Grandma ever watchful

Tears stream
As the car

Leaves
Ever westward
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Epilogue

I n writing a longer answer to Tim’s question about 
what it is like to lose your parents, and in paying tribute to their 

legacy, I have tried to avoid romanticizing their lives. Our family, like 
others, experienced joy and tragedy, health and illness, births and 
deaths. My parents survived major historical events: an economic de-
pression, a world war, and a powerful tornado that destroyed buildings 
and businesses, including my late grandmother’s home and my father’s 
law office. They weathered modern fads like Elvis and hula hoops, along 
with more serious events ushered in by the Sixties and far outside their 
experience, such as my sister’s and my divorces, remarriages, and sub-
sequent divorces. They buried a daughter. Still, they lived in comfort 
and were never forced out of their home or community by economic 
necessity.

There is a paradox to be found in these pages: modern families rare-
ly stay put. I left Charles City for college and never contemplated re-
turning. My sister similarly left for college and, despite a life-shattering 
event, lived independently in another city. Would this story be different 
if we had stayed in one place? I suspect so. We were four generations 
who were episodically under one roof; we were not perennially under-
foot or meddling in each other’s daily lives. Surely that helped us to 
avoid the conflicts or factions that so often develop in families. 

For many years, I thought that I would own the attic that accumu-
lated mementoes, housed used furniture, and stored the highchair and 
crib for the next generation. The fact that I would not trade the life I 
have led for such an attic doesn’t mean I don’t experience, from time to 
time, a whiff of regret. So, on the one hand, I think geographical place 

played a crucial role in the uniqueness of this story. But I also think the 
values that lie behind my parents’ legacies are more universal. Love. 
Honesty. Integrity. Patience. Tolerance. Generosity of spirit. Good hu-
mor. A capacity, as my father once put it, to roll with the punches. 

As my children began raising their children and gained new per-
spectives on me and their grandparents, we often marveled together 
about my parents’ ability to hew so faithfully to these values. We as fre-
quently bemoan our inability to live up to their example. At the same 
time, we increasingly understand how much time and energy and 
thought went into creating family memories. 

Kemmie, Tim, and Nick, despite their busy lives, are now giving me 
the gift of their time. As a family, we already have new stories to tell, 
new places to remember, new follies and foibles to banter about. For-
tunately for us, we are heirs to a tradition of storytelling, a practice that 
keeps family history alive and grows more precious with the passing 
years. I suspect we will never tire of saying, Remember when…. 

Stories are also healing. I hearken back to my mother, who spent 
two years transforming her grief over parental loss, thread by golden 
thread, into radiant altar cloths. It wasn’t until I finished writing this 
book that I realized I have unconsciously emulated her example. My 
golden threads are memories, my stitches are words, and my altar cloth 
is Last Days of the House. 
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Postscript

T he publication of this book owes an enormous debt of 
gratitude to Trena Cleland, and to the serendipitous circum-

stances of our acquaintance. In 2007, I met Trena at the Berkeley Yacht 
Club while trying to slip out the door from a larger party. At that mo-
ment, our host stepped to the podium to speak and I stayed to listen. 
Had he waited a minute longer, I might never had met her. Somehow, 
we quickly established that we were both originally from the Midwest 
and that her mother was from Charles City, Iowa. 

If that were not coincidence enough, a subsequent telephone call 
with my parents resulted in the amazing news that they had known 
Trena’s grandparents, Trena and Reuben Rolfing; in fact, the Rolfings 
had been the previous owners of our Kelly Street house.

I immediately emailed Trena with the news of our unexpected con-
nection. She organized a family pilgrimage from Illinois to Charles City 
that summer, as a trip down memory lane for her mother, Jean Rolfing 
Cleland. Accompanying Jean to her hometown were her husband, Bob, 
and four of their six children. My parents hosted a visit to the Kelly 
Street house, where Jean had lived in the 1920s and ‘30s. Trena reported 
that their family also visited the suspension bridge, Central Park, and 
other beloved haunts from her mother’s childhood.

After I finished the manuscript, I remembered Trena and her con-
nection to the Kelly Street house, and recalled her interest in family 
history. I sought her whereabouts and discovered her website, trena-
cleland.com. She had become a personal historian, helping people put 
together their life stories and family histories in books. Her gallery of 

Trena and Jean honor their heritage by sitting together 
on the rock, beloved by the Rolfing family in the 1920s

beautifully published volumes, 
ranging from family letters to more 
complete memoirs, exceeded my 
vision of what might be possible. 
I became smitten by the idea that 
Trena, granddaughter of The House, 
might help me bring this memoir to 
fruition. 

As an unexpected bonus, Trena 
brought with her the incredibly gift-
ed book designer Izumi Motai, who 
brought his artistry to every page. 

During the months we worked together, Trena searched her family 
archives and found two photographic gems. One is of her late mother 
and mine in the Kelly Street house. The other photo is of Trena and her 
mother sitting on The Rock, taken long before Trena knew about my 
manuscript and its metaphoric use of the rock. It seems entirely fitting, 
then, to close this volume with that picture. 

By the time this book was finished, the fate of the Kelly Street house 
was known. My niece, Teri, bought it and, after some remodeling, in-
tends to make it her own. Thus, one era ends with the publication of 
Last Days of the House. Another era begins. Long live the house. 

Jean Rolfing Cleland and Maxine Eggert 
in the family room (2007)






